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ABSTRACT

Closure of a medieval and a ¡nodern poetic quest takes the

form of a problematíc palinode: the unexpected re-statement
('pa1in', agaín; 'ode', sing), of Chaucer in his Retractions to
the and of Willians in Book V of Paterson, has

generated considerable critieal debate over the issues of unity
and artistic control. Given that disjunction, not unity, is the

statement that a poem may present, is it possible to demonstrate

an artlstlc textual 1ogic, if not a coherence, within the process

of the poem, whereín problematlc closure is an essential

structural element?

This study proposes that the two closures in question

provide the only suitable exits from the 'Ianguage game' for each

poet. The study is organized into four chapters. Chapter I
outlines two critical perspectives, the language theory of

Jacques Derrída, and of Jacques Lacan, which wilL be applied to

both quest and closure ln the Canterburv Tales and Paterson.

Chapter II presents Chaucer's H9]¡ée--9.f--ga$e. as a meeting-place,

or 'convention' of both Derridean and Lacanian critiques of

convention, and as an 'ars poetica' suitable and relevant to both

Chaucer and Willlams. Chapters III and IV are analyses of the

Canterburv TaIes and Paterson respectively. In these chapters, a

review of the critieísm of the closure of each work precedes and

accompanies the analysis of the poem, and the two proposed

criticaL approaches are combined to tracê the course of each

poetic quest to its problematic end.

al



The conclusion of the study coÍrpares each poet,s concern for
language as a rneans to truth, and his use of closure to fígure
the tenabillty of that goal . The comparison wiII demonstrate, I
thlnk, that Chaucer ís as 'modern' as lli1llams, and that,
surprisingly, it is Willlams, and not Chaucer, who carries on the

House of Fame's delight in the absurdity of the human condition.

iíi



CSAPTER I
CONSTRUCT I NG Tffi FI¡N-SOUSE: Crítica1 Perspectives of Derrida a¡'d

Laca¡

1- fntroduction

Jacques Derrida opens "P1ato's Pharmacy" with a dubìous

invítation to thê yeader to search for "disappearances":

A text is not a text unless it hides fro¡n its first
comer, from the first glance, the Iaw of its
composition and the rules of its gar¡e. A text remains,
moreover, forever lmperceptible. Its law and its rules
arê not, however, harboured in the inaccessibllity of a
secret; it is simply that they can never be booked, in
the present, into anything that coul-d rigorously be
called a perceptlon.

And hence, perpetual-l-y and essentiaLly, they run the
risk of being definitely lost. Who wiII ever know of
such dlsappearances? 1

The poetic quêsts of Geoffrey Chaucer and WlIllam Carlos WiLLia¡ns

are both, in part, atternpts to probe, pursue, and "book" the

elusive Language of their own texts. Both poems are resistant to
acts of l-nterpretation that confine analysis to metaphoric

structures, or that privilege any integrated system over its
syntagmatic components. Presuppositíons of organic unity, of the

enclosed or 'framed' v¡ork of art, of the governing principles of

similarity and mimesis, have led readers to critlcize unwieldy

works like the Canterburv Tales and Paterson as flawed, or

inconsistent. This study proposes to counteract this critlcal
tendency by bringing the structural principle of 'metonymy' into
the poetic analysis, as a necessary supplement to the often
preferred 'metaphorlc' prlnclple,2 and to demonstrate that the

dissonant ínte¡actlon between these two structural princlples,



along vrith an even more basl-c dissonance imbedded in the lanéUage

itself, combines in each poen¡ to express a profound

epistemologíca1 skepticísm. The closure of each poem seÌves to
emphasize this philosophlcal questioning of the poetic craft in a

manner that ís problematl-c, and yet appropriate.

Post-modern expressions of dlscontinuity -'graft' ,

'differance', 'suppLement' , 'Iack' -provide useful critical tools

for defining and describing these dissonances. It is not that the

dissonances are post-modern discoveries; rather, because the

post-modern approach is itself as discordant and as divorced (as

possible) from traditional totalizing systems, it is perhaps

freer to investigate a poetic quest which seeks to question its
own poetics

The and Paterson are two such poetic

quests. This chapter will defíne and descrlbe the post-modern

concepts relevant to these two works; first, the notions of

'graft', 'differance', and 'supplement' which Jacques Derrida

developed, in part, in his analysís of Plato's Phaedrus, and then

the corresponding ideas of 'Iack' and 'desire', 'netaphor' and

'netonymy', gathered from the Ecrits of Jacques Lacan. The tvro

perspectives will provide both model and critique of poetic

cl osure .

2. The Derrideet' Perspectiwe

In an tepilogue'3 to the Phaedrus dLalogue, Socrates

devalues aII forms of written dlscourse:

For nriting certaJ.nly has this terríb1e power,
Phaedrus, a6 lf truly like the painting of living



animals. For the offspring of that stand forth llke
Iiving anl¡nals, but if somêone we¡e to quesù1on them,
they maintain a solemn silence. And it is the same with
Iogoi; you might opine that they speak as if having
intelligence, but if someone were to questlon them,
ç¡lshing to understand what is spoken, they always
signify one and the same thing. (275d)

But he v¡ho believes that, in the written word, there is
necessarily much playfulness, and that no speech, in
meter or without, worthy of great seriousness, has yet
been written...but that the best of them, in truth,
become reminders to us of what we knov¡. . . perhaps that,
man, Phaedrus, is such as you and I might pray we nay

. become. (278a-b)¿

Socrates' distrust of the received wisdom of the written word has

become a familiar philosophical stance. Many such enquiries into
the nature of human understanding conclude with a si¡nilar
recogbition, expressed in different forms and styles of language,

of the "terrible power." of the word to elude the quester. At the

same time, each piece of writing which addresses this dilemma has

been constrained to operate "as lf" its language has somehoe¡ been

able to communicate its message of self-reflexive skepticism

which, by some illogical magl-c, it has.

'ELusíon', from 'ludere', 'to play', is both the basis and

the conclusion of Socrates' critique: one ç¡ho knows wlll treat
f^rriting as a Eiane, nêv€r exp€cting to achiêve anythlng "serious"

by it. In Socrates' myth of Theuth and Thammuz, the glft óf

writing is set alongside those of draughts and dice by the

undi scriminating Thêuth (and the ironic Plato). The ínvention is
called a "pharmekon", a word whi.ch can mean both "cure" and

"poison". PIato's King Thammuz, a contresting flgure of absolute

authority and wisdom, conde¡nns the Promethean l-ndustry of Theuth

for what it is - a l es s -than-perfect approach to knowledge and



truth. ôn the surface, the Phaedrus exalts the art of speech over

the art of wrlting, and exposes the proffered "cure" for mortal
cognitive limltations as a "poison", rather than an aid to
vrisdom. This double meaning of the word "pharmekon", although
(or perhaps because) never explicitly manifest in the dialogue,

constitutes for Derrida "the novement, the locus and the play of
difference". The arnbivaLence of the word at once asserts and

subverts Socrates' argunent:

The "pharmekon" is 'amblvalent' beeause Lt constítutes
the elenenÈ in r.rhich opgosites are opposed, the
rnovement ând play by which each reLates back to the
other, reverses itself and passes into the other...The
" pharrTrekon " is the novement, the locus, and the play:
(the production of) difference. It is the rdífferance' of
difference. 5

Derrida explores a text for such dissinulating and

disrupting 'pIay' through the deconstÌuction of phonetic,

morphological , and etymological relations, or the semantic

connections establlshed, as in the Phaedrus, even by a single

word. In "P1ato's Pharnacy", Derrida uses the multiple play of
meanLngs of "pharmekon" as an i1Ìustration of the energy

generated by a 'graft', "a little stitch s¡oven into the back of

the canvas" which "marks"8 the tlssue of P1ato's text: the

vaÌied and repeated us€ of the word ln this dialogue, and

throughout the Platonic corpus, grafts its double meanlng of

cure-poison onto the reLated words "pharmekeus" ( "maglcian",

"prisoner" ), onto "pharmakos" ( "scapegoat", whose exc.l-usion

purifiês the city, just as the exclusion of writing is neant to
purify the privileged orders of thought and speech), and onto

"Pharmacia" ( "adninlstration of medlcine and,/or polson"; h€re,



companion to the ravaged Muse in the myth which opêns the

.P¡raed¡gE ) .

The 'graft' in the text is part of what Derrlda identifled
as "a systemíc production of differences, the production of a

system of differences - a differance".z The ter¡n ,differance, is
itself such a 'grafting' onto one another of the spatial
( "differer", to differ) and temporal ("differer", to defer) modes

of structure and event, comparable to the play upon "pharmekon":

the "-ance" of the neologism sounds the same as "-ence", but

makes the new term into a substantive, which may then encompass

the multiple meanings of di f f erence- differing-deferring. The

silent deformatíon of the term demonstrates, as does "pharmekon",

that writing cannot be seen as sinpJ.y the inferior representation

or displacement of speech.

1n her introduction to Disse¡nination, Barbara Johnson notes

that Derrida's critique of Western mêtaphysics is especiaLly

directed against thís privileging of the spoken word over the

written word, and against the corresponding belief in the "self-
presentation of neaning" which Derrida termed "logocentr3.cism": a

"presentness" of unity, identity, and inmediacy is set befo¡e and

above distance, dlfference, dlssimulatlon, and deferr¡ent.s

Writing is then mediate and debaeed in relation to a suppos€d

l¡runediacy errd plenitudê of the spokèn word. What Plato ln his
logocentric bias is attacking, maintaíns Ðerrlda, is the

substitution of writing, a merê mnenonLc device, for pure

thought,; of the "prosthesis for the organ".9 In the Phaedrus, the

temporal and spatial distance effected by writing is purported to



be a corruption of the self-prêEience of meaníng, an impurity that
admits all f orrns of aduLteration which the i¡nmediacy of speech

would have prevented. "What Plato dreams of", says Derrida, "is a

memory with no sign. That is, with no suppLement". 10 For

Socrates,

Memory is contaminated first
substitute. . . fnstead of quickening life in the
original, the "pharmekon" ean at best only restore lts
monuments, It is,..but a remedy or tonic for its
external sLgns, . . an empirical , contlngent, superficiaÌ
agent, generally a fall- or collapse...l1
But for Derrida, the (differancel of the substj.tut ion-as -

suppl-ement is that "quickeníng life", vital, but .dangerously,

violent:

the space of writing is opened up in the víolent
movement of this surrogation. ..Why is the surrogate or
supplement dangerous ? . . . Its slidLngs slip it out of the
single aLternat j-ve, presence/ absence.l2

The supplement is "dangerous"t 3 because tt is subverslve. lt
"wrenches apart the neatness of the metaphorical binary

opPositions"l { (presence,/ absence, goodr/ evi1, inslde,/ outside,

sacxed/ profane, speêch/ wrlting) which characterlze the Western

tradítion of logocentric cLosure,l5 forcing and holdlng apart the

'between' ln the hierarehicaL ordering assumed for the two terms.

Derrida's decipherlng of the "dangerous supplement" in the

Phaedrus demonstrates how Plato's text functions against its own

logocentríc assertions by inscribing another message beneath the

text's surface.l s The sub-text does not then destroy the surface

or become the privileged readlng, however. RaÈher, it restores

the alterity to the alternative offered by the text, by setting
into perpetual ¡notion an 'undeeidabll ity't7 between the binary

by its



oppositions, and so prsventíng the stasis prophesied by King

Thammuz.

The supplement locates the lífe of the text in absence, not
presence; in the "space" of writing, The , undecidabi I ity, of

'differan""' is the source of the transformational potential- in the

text, both for the reader, who must "dig up something that is
really nothing - a difference, a gap, an interval, a trace",18
and for the text :

Without the possibility of differance, the desire ofpresence as such would not find its breathing-
space...this desire carries in itself the destiny of
its nonsatisfaction. 1 I

This supplementary logic in the text continues to supply fresh
"breathing-spaces", or breaks, ín a dialectlc of "desire" which

wouLd close over the space. The energy of the supplement creates

a "break-through, a beyond and a beneath of that (Platonic)
encLosure",20 and so disruPts the desired fulfillment at the same

time as it enlarges the scope ( "beyond and "beneath" ) of the

têxt:21

that dangerous supplement. . .breaks into thô very thing '

that wouLd have liked to do without it, yet lets itself
at once be breached, youghed up, fulfilled, and
replaced, completed by the very trace through
whieh the prêsent inereases itself in the act of
disappearing.2 2

It would appear that for Derrida, closure is inimical to the

vltality of the text. Derrida's deconstructive project is itself
another quest for "disappearances"23 , a search for "sonething

like an opening" which is committed to the "i¡npossibility of

etosing a structu¡al phenomenology" .z t The economy of ldlfferancå



a1lows language to avoid the irreversible investment In the ênd,

to discover a1I possible alternative routes:

to protect itself by deferring the dangerous
ínvestrnent, by constituting a reserve, And all the
conceptual oppositlons that furrov¡ Freudian thought
relate each concept to the other like movements of adetour, within the economy of differance.z5

Gayatri Spivak, in her Translator,s Pyeface to Of Grammatology,

describes the deconstructive endeavor as an "adventure,,:

If a metaphor seems to suppress its implications, we
shall catch at that metaphor. We shall follor¡ its
adventures through the text and see the text coning
undone as a structure of concealment, revealing its
seJ.f-transgressíon, its undecidabi lity, ze

The Derridean strategy provides for an uncoverlng of repressed

points of weakness in the fabric of the text: the dialectic of
the 'supplement' is disrupted at a point in its itinerary, the

text is opened up to view, and its synchronic makeup placed under

analysis. The strategy reveals a ,graft, of (differancel whích has

both focused and 'disseminated' a variety of influences upon both

reader and text.
Jacques Lacan describes a sinilar textual phenonenon of

repression, concealnent and disappearance, For both Der¡ida and

Lacan, closure of the dialeetic of deslre is equated to
repression; opening, to the release of enèrgy, or , juissance, .

Lacan's psychoanalytlc search for the origins of the symptom,

and for cure, however, involves an actíve re-covery and re-
tracing of events leading to the structural. repression, as

opposed to Derrída's mof,e static2? gathering,z disseminating. The

Lacanian approach adds the role of guidê to that of critical
spectator and therefore can supply a complementary diachronic



model fg" following the text,s adventure along its broken

dialectic, and for interpreting the function of its structures.

3. The Lacaqia:r Perspectiwe

Lacan provides another modeL for dj.ssonance:

There is nothing ín the unconscious which accords r,¡ith
the body. The unconseious is discordant. The
unconscious is that which, by speaking, determines the
subject as being, but as being to be crossed through
with that metonymy by which I support desire, in so far
as it is endlessly impossible to speak as such.28

Lacan's prose itself figures what he perceives to be the

inescapabLy pelverse nature of language: "discordant", "crossed',,

"impossibIe". His own compJ.ex and elusive writing discourages the

reader fro¡n building premature theoretical constructions upon the
text, and demonstrates, in its breaking of conventional forms,

his endeavor to upset and re-direct Freud,s psychic hiera¡chy: of
an ordêred consciousness whtch controls a disordered

Unconscious.2 9

fn Lacan's revision of the Freudian model, conscious and

unconscious are "assymetrically co-present":30 the unconscious

'inner' structure maps the 'outer, structure of conscious

conceptual i z ing, thereby blurring the traditional distlnction of
inside,/ outside. This mapping function is itself governed

according to the laws of linguistic experience, whlch, Iike the

Law of Derrida's "lmperceptible Èext", "hldes from its first
comer, from the first glance". For Lacan, though, the law does

not remain forever iropereeptíb1e, only inescapable.

Lacan took as his startlng goint Freud's observation, that
the Unconscious employed a dlstlnct kind of language. The



Unconscious could then be understood as having a structure. ..,,The

Unconsclous is structured Iike a language". gl Lacan,s new focus

upon the Unconscious as a subversive but organized force
challenged classic psychoanalysís just as Derrida challenged
philosophy: according to Malcolrn Bowie, Lacan,s writing in fact
"proposes itself as a critíque of all dlscourses and aI1

ideologies " . 3 2 The correlation between psyche and language

invites a structu¡a1 critique of discourse which can investigate
the nature of the 'speaking subject,33 by treating the psyche as

a text, or, conversely, can investigate the nature of a text by

treating the têxt as a psyche.

To date, literary críticisl¡ (lncluding Lacan, s) has used

Lacan's insights for the ¡nost part to assist Ln a rhetorical
analysis of psych3.c processes (the Oedipal conplex, Narcissism,

the 'double', the 'schism', transferencè), oï to apply Lacan,s

linguistic eonstructs to character and plot development. For the
purposes of this study, however, tacan's novel pairing of
Ianguage and unconsclous wil.1 be restricted to the 'structuring'
whích is the link in the analogy, "the UnconscLous is structured
1lke a languagE".sr The analogy will be collapsed to co¡nbine a

focus upon both the 'speaking subject' and the text, by posltíng
that (here, at least) the poem is the speaking subject. Slnce,

accordlng to Lacan, it is the "speaking" which "determines the

subject",35 it is the sgeaking, with its "desire...which escapes

the subject in its structure and effêcts", which will be the

obJect of study.

10



The lure and play of "desire" is the esaence of Lacan,s

conception of both language and unconscíous. His critique
concentrates upon moments of failure and discontinuity in
language, and the attendant "sp1itting"36 i¡ the speaking

subject. The concept of 'splitting' is developed through an

inversion of Ferdinand de Saussure's Iinguistie model of the

sign. For Saussure, the línguistic sign represents a sudden and

irreversíble bonding between two distínct realms, the signified
(the concept) and the signifier (the sound-image), each of whích

was, ín itself, fluid and undi f ferentiated. 3 ? Each new bonding ln
the sign-system contributes to a larger language system which is
total and synchronic, complete at every moment, as is each sign.

For Lacan, this ¡¿holeness and stabilíty is available to the

subject onl.y at a mythical moment in hls existence, a 'mirror
stage' of perfect reflection of the seIf. From this transitional
moment of " jubiLation "a I onwards , Lacan describes a basic

discontinuity between the two levels of signifícation. Following

Roman Jakobson's perception, that diachronic cbange in a language

system effects a "rupture" in the equílibrlum of the system,se he

combines llngulstlc and rhetorical concepts with psychic

functions.: Jakobson's globa] oppositLons between the 'metaphoric'
or 'paradigmatic' mode and the 'netonymic' or (syntagmatic' mode

becone the models for repression and desire,lo and for the

contentious interactLon between the "Imaginary" and the

"Symbolíc" orders of coE¡¡ition. 41

Repressíon is described by Lacan as a 'metaphorlc'

replacement of one signífier for another, in a subject's attêmpt

11



to regain his inragined rmirror stage' harmony. The repression of
the original signifier forges an invisible 1ink in the chain of
signíficatlon, which is always increasing, through the mediation

of replacement, the distance between the signifier that is most

accessibl-e and visible, and those that have become invisible and

unconscious ( ineluding, of course, the originai. signifier) .12

Lacan elaboratês:

"the signifying chain" gives an approximate idea: rings
of a necklace that is a ring in a ring in another
necklace made of rings.,l 3

The "bar", whieh in Saussure's nodel signifies the unity of the

signifying relationship,44 becomes in Lacan's reversal a "barrier
¡esisting signif ication".,1 5 Lacan's revisíon of Saussure ls to
give the slgnifier pre-eminãnce, The metaphoric relatlonship of

signifier and signifíed is described as a "faLI":

Metaphor must be defined as the implantation, ln a
signifying chain, of anothêr slgnifier wheleby the
supplanted signifier falls to the level of a signified
and, as a latent signlfier, perpetuâtes there the
interval in v¡hich another signifylng chaln may be
grafted . 18

Thus the potential fulfiLlment of metaphoric signification is
never realized.

The subject fares no better upon the "ralls of netonymy":

The enigmas that desire seems to pose for a rnatutaL
philosophy' - its frenzied mining the abyss of the
infinite, the secret collusion wíth which lt envelops
the pleasure of knowl-ng and of joyful domination, these
amount to nothing more than the derangement of the
instinct that comes from being caught on the rails
eternally stretching forth tov¡ards the desire for
something else - of metonymy.4T

In this "frenzied" process, one signifier r€Iatês to another by

associatlon, and that another, and so on and on into the "abyss

t2



of the infinite", in a constant displaceruent of energy. The

relation between signifier and signified (from which meaning is
generated) is medlated through a ehain of signifiers, themselves

connected by rneaning, and it is this mediation that is
responsible for "irreducibility" and "resistanee to
signification":

the metonyrnic structure. . . is the connection betweensígnífier and signifier that permits the elision ín
which the signifier instalLs the tack-of-being in theobject rel-ation...in order to invest it with the desire
aimed at the very lack it supports.4S

The elision of the signifier by the metonym marks the same

"l.ack of being" ín the relationship as did the bar; as with
metaphor, desire aíms at satisfactíon always elsewhere, always

straining after a more adequate substitute for the lost object.
Since no concatenation of signifiers ever realIy grasps

entlrely the "being" of the object, aII post nirror-stage
discourse is essentially metonymic. A subJect,s entry into this
pre-existing sign-system automatically begins for hlm an

"endlessly ímpossíble" process of ,lack, and ,desire,:

S¡nbols envelop the life of man in a netvrork so totaj,
that they Join together, before he comes in the r¡orld,
those who are going to engender hím...so total that
they bring to hís birth the shape of hls destiny; so
total that they give the words that will ¡nake him
faithful or renegade.,t I

Desire thus compeJ.s the subject to seek word-for-word
(metaphoric) or word-to-word (metonymic) bonding. so Either way,
rlack', not communion, is the discovery at the end of the quest,

since every riord presupposes the absence of the object it

13



signifies, and every thought remains inarticulate without thê

word to (inadequately) express it.
The supremacy of the sigrrífier is itself given supremacy in

Lacan's writings through the 1956 "Seminar on the purloined

Letter", an expressly allegorical illustration of his theoríes
which he placed at the beginning of his Ecrits. The ,'subject,, of
the story is a letter, a migratory sj.gnif ier, whose complicated
path of displacenents as it changes hands within a eomplex web of
intersubjective perceptíons, determines the actions and the

destinies of the characters :

This is indeed what happens in the repetition
automatism...but erhat ís illustrated here is noregripping still: it is not only the subject, but the
subjects, grasped in their íntersubjectivity, who line
up...and who, more doeile than sheep, nodel Èheir very
being on the moment of the sigÍ¡ifying chain which
traverses then. 51

The repetition of the structures in two simiÌar scenes, involving
two triangles of characters, is governed by the effects of the

Letter (the signifier), whose undetermined content (the

signlfíed) functions as the lure of desire. s2

It ís deslre vrhLch sets this process in motion: a sequence

of three glances enacts a 'dialectic of the Êaze' :

This (first) glance presupposes two others, which it
embraces in lts vision of the breach left ln thelr
falLacious complementarity, . .53

Invoking the "politics of the ostrich", tacan illustrates how

unlikely it is that the "insistence" of the signifying chain can

ever come to rest, or that 'truth' can ever be visualized:

In order to grasp in íts unlty the intersubJective
complex thus described, we would vrillingly seek a model
in the technique J-egendarlly attributed to the
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ostrich...for that technique. . . divided as tt here is
among three partners, the second believing ítseIf
invisible because the fi¡st has its head stuck ln theground, and all the while letting the third câImly
Pluck its rear. . .54

The "subversion of the subject"s s appears to be absolute,

unending, and ludicrous.

There is another side, however, to the determinisrn of
Lacan's thought. Hís laws of unconscious,/ Ianguage, although

oppressive, are also regenerative: the rnetaphoric law, although

itself determined by metonymy, is at the same time a "creatl,ve

spark", and a collection of disseninated verbal energy.5s And

rnetonymy, through its insufficient closure of the gap in the

insistlng chain, is responsi.ble for what tacan cal1ed a

"remainder": r,thàt is left over from the J-ncomplete metonymlc

displacements is the source of the "drive" towards knowledge. The

natural tendency of the subject ls to attenpt, through the

metaphoric node, to "faire üD", to prevent re-combination.

Unchecked by metonymy, metaphor s¡ilL use its "creative spark" to
"drive on, denanding sacrifice after sacrifice until Nothing

remains without remainder".5? The unconscious, insistence upon

seJ.f -expression overrides any sueh attainment of "the attractive
zero" , or "the zero poLnt of desire"58, yet it is founded upon

exactly this desire. In thls wâ¡. ,1ack,, llke the ,dangerous

supplenrent' i{hich expands the subject,s scope "beyond" its
confines, opens rather than closes the gap, "beyond" its life-
threatening desire to return to a stable state.
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4. Perspectiwes on Closure

Lacan mocks "the inanlty of the discourse of
knowledge. . . âssertinEl itself with its closure". In any discourse

subject to the 1av¡s of language, truth "Iimps".Es Like Derrida,
Lacan perceives the dissonance and instabilíty of language to be

the source of its continued vitality. For both Lacan and Derrida,
the alternative to the frustrating ,supplementary, process of
'Lack' and 'desire', and to the disjuncture of tifferancet and

'splitting', ís the silence of 'cl6turet, what Fredric Jameson

calls "the conceptual ceiling of Western thought".6o In view of
this shared skeptical attitude, tacan's unexpectea tf 6tu"J of the
signifier's insistence at the end of the ,'seminar on the
Purloined Letter" seems to Derrida to be an unbearable

capitulation to logocentrism, an attempt to (faire un,. To Lacan,s

ending:

It was already irnplicit and easy to derive from the
title of our tale, according to the very fornula we
have long submltted to your discretion: ln which the
sender... receives from the receiv€r his own messag€ in
reverse form. Thus it ls that what the "purloined
Ietter", nay the "Ietter in sufferance" means ís that aletter always arrives at its destination.6l,

De¡rida responds r

The remaining structure of the letter, contrary to the
final words of the Seminar. . . is that a letter can
always ¡qþ arrive at its destlnation,62

Derrida expresses the samê disappointnrent in pLato,s

anticlimactic endlng of the Phaedrus:

The authority of truth, of dialectics, of seriousness,
of presence, will not be gainsaid at the close of this
adnirable movement, . ,63
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Derrida finds both tacan and plato trapped, in their
attenpts to "reconstítute truth",8{ into betraying in their
closures the more 'true' untenability of truth which the body of
their works expresses. But does Ðe¡rida himself not fa1l prey to
the same trap, when he concludes his "Purveyor of Truth', with
Lacan's own voice, cited against itself as ån authoritative
underlining of his own statement against closure? Lacan stated
that "The signifier is a means neither of expressing nor of
hiding thoughts, but of underlininE them in words.,'65 It is
possible that neither Lacan nor Plato is softening his stance,

but that, true to their acute sense of the ,,necessary

playfulness" of language, each is acting as straight-rnan to the

Iively tdif f er"tt"e) 'splitting, of his own discourse, using the
words, the closing ones especially, as an "underlining" or
"reminder" of the argument.

Derrida's critique of Lacan assumes the very unity of
signification which Lacan decrl-es: þs attributes a (conventional)

concept to the signifier 'destination, . The word, placed at the
end of the sentence vthich ends Lacan, s Seninar, has been exposed

throughout the discourse for all its elusiveness: the

'destination' of the signifler ís whatever place it has compelled

its mediators to bring it; the ,destiny' of its signified is
always deterr¡ined and secondary. "Destination" has been emptied,

in the eontext of Lacan's Seminar, of any conventional meaning of
logical and foreseen outcome. "Destlnation" as Derrida reads it
inplies a perfect circuit between sender-recelver, where eâch has

in mind the same signifled. But in Lacan,s critique, when "the
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sendera rêceives from the receive¡ hís own message in reverse
f orrn" (and both "sender" and "receiver" are signiflers yrhose

signifieds change in the course of the story), that message must

be a glance of desire, inevitably subject to its metonymic law,

where every recognition is at once a finding and a failure to
f ind: "i,lhat I look at i.s never ¡,rhat I wish to see,, .6s

Lacan's insistence upon the "title', In his final words of
the Serninar is a "reminder" that "purloin,, should recall the
dísseglinated signified of ,far away, (,Ioign,, far). ,'According

to the very fornuIa", that is, the "reverse forrn,' (to Saussure)

of the algorithm which expresses the signÍfied,s slipping, any

atternpt at an agreed qpon conceptualizing of ,,destination',

between writer and reader ( "sender" and "receiver,') is a belated
gesture, as the signifled is ,always aLready, far away.

In a similar way, the closure of the phaedrus is ln fact a

final deconstructive coup which works with, not against,
Derrlda's deconstructive reading, The dialogue ends riith a

surprising tribute to the young and prom!,sing Isocrates - a kind
of political in-joke for P1ato, since Isocrates is, at the time
of the dialogue, an old and (ln PLato,s estimation) a failed
vtríter, and a dèstroyêr rather than a purveyor of true
knowledge.B? The exemplum of Isocrates in fact supports
Derrida's reading, by 'underlining, the same double-bind exposed

by the 'pharmekon': (Isocrates,) desire for writing as remedy is
revealed to be a 'poison' to the acqulsltLon of knowledge, To

stand before a 'silent' pLece of writing, vrhich encodes an

authoritative message that warns agalnst trustlng ar¡y
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authoritative piecè of wri.ting, ís a misê en ebine (worthy of
Derrida himself) vrhich re-activates those flxed words for each

new reader. Closure, in Plato, s crLtique, and in Lacan's and

then Derrida's, ís thus anothêr reveali.ng manifestation of
(differance'or (splittÍng' effected in these cases by the outer
Iayer of the discourse (the frame) rather than the inner (the
individuaÌ wolds ) .

Plato's Phaedrus appears appealingly post-modern in its
Derridean reading. Can deconstructLon re-actlvate other works of
literature whose Iogocentric 'alterity, marks them, Iike the

out-moded writing r¡hich Socrates condernns, as silenced and

context-bound, and so close the gap of tine for the modern

reader? If so, then perhaps other quests for knowledge can be

shov¡n to share similar insights into ån unchanging hunan

condition.

The Canterbu¡v Tales and ÞLgIEgg seem to be two very

different poetlc quests which reach across the centuries to each

other in grecisely this manner. The recently supplemented era of
Robertsonian Chaucer criticisn, however, did much to keep these

two poênìs at an irreconclLable distance. By treating the

dissonant 'gap' which Chaucer,s Retractions exposes in the work

as a 'leap' into falth, this school of criticlsm was able to
conclude trlunphantly a (mis)reading of the entire Chaucer corpuEi

which had uniforrnly imposed a 'signified' of logocentric piety
upon even the most irreverent of Chaucer,s 'signiflers,. fn a

more recent critical turn, Chaucer,s tneaning' has been twisted
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from religious symbolism to ironic reversal , another attempt to
demonstrate that Chaucer meant exactly the opposite of what he

said.

The beauty of the post-modern approaeh is its enbracenent,

rather than effacement of dissonances, and its deconst¡uction of
such uneompromising absolutes as both the typological or ironic
readings require. In both the Canterburv Tales and Pate¡son a

dissonant tdifferancet or rsplítting, can be isolated as the

initial dynamic impulse 'driving' the poem-as-subject into and

through its process of 'Iack' and ,desire,. In both poems, the
discordant rnultiplicities which the poem both enacts ênd

díscusses is underlined by its problematic closure of the
process. Of such discourse, which operates ,as if, its 1anguage

could enact what it asserts by repeating the structure it is
analyzing, Derlda (echolng Lacan?) comments: "lt ]imps and

closes badly" .6 e

ïn Marpins of Phl losoohv , Derrida cites this passage from

Nietzsche:

What then is truth? A mobiLe narching army of
metaphors, metonymics and anthroponorphisms . . . a sum of
human relations which become poetically and
¡hetorically lntensifled, rnetamorphosed, adorned, and
after long usage, seem...fixed, canonic, and binding;
truths are illusions of whlch one has forgotten that
they are ilLusions...6I

In 'limping' after such forgotten illusions, both the Canterburv

Tales and Paterson, Iike Derrida and Lacan, are quêsting after
disappearances. Thelr ambivalent closures supplenent and

complement their initial dissonances by keeping the questions

which they posit continually ln 'p1ay', ând therefore active,
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Like the leading note suspended in an unresol-ved cadence in
music. This suspended resolution ís what allows the Canterburv

Tal-es and Paterson to continue to pose the same questions, to
themselves, to thé reader, and perhaps to each other.

Where the tvto poems would convene for such a conference, of
course, is in that questing- after-di s -appearance par excellence,

the House of Fame.. .
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CEAFIEB II
LOST IN THE FUI¡-HOUSE: the Eouse of Fa¡¡e

1. Introduction

In Book IV of Paterson, I,litlia¡¡s misquotes Chaucer,s ,'TaIe

of Sir Thopas" i.n a salute Èo the old ,auctor,s, fictional ,,WORLD

OF ART THAT TIÌROUGH THE CENTURIES HAS SURVMDI"I In Book I of
the House of Fame Chaucer had threatened anyone who would so

"mysdeme"2 him with the dire fate of Croesus, a eonfLated

intertextual refe¡ence itself misrepresented in the transmíssion.
Both Chaucer and Williams, in buitding their poems from other
poets and poems, address the issues of distortion and

dissemination which limlt any attebpt to "telle aryght,, (ttF 79).

Their poetry se If -consciously hiehlights its intermed i ate

'wríterly' status , partly through its focus upon the artlfice of
its "joínts and seams",3 and partly through the anti-heroic,
humourous 'game' with which it deals its tearnest' coneerns about

Ianguage. This chapter will present Chaucer,s House of Fame as a

miniature 'metafiction', bearing those same complicating
distinctions of reflexivity and disjunction as the two maJor

poems selected for study.

In sone of the best (worst? ) "drasty rhyming"a ever, the
House of Fame offers an early example of wiLful "mysdeming": in
the sing-song reduetion of " ar:na virumque cano", for example,

which pairs that paragon of questers, Aeneas, wíth the tentative
fledgling poet:
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I v¡o1 now 6ynge, yif I kan
The armes and also the man
That first cam. (HF f43-44),

or the squawking parody of Dante,s guide, (or Christ and the
apostles, or Lady Philosophy, or Chaucer,s wifes ):

Awak ! . . . Awak I . . .

Thou art noyous for to carye! (HF 556-526).

Chaucer's Iudícrous narrative pastiche of VirgiI, Ovid,

Scripture, and Dante (to name the most obvious), is a fancifuL
enquiry into the intricacies of the siÉT¡ifying syst€m. Can a word

or "tydlnge" ever arrive intact at its inevltable destination in
another poem? Did it ever in fact exist in a pristine condition
of integrity? The word "narratl-ve", for exannple, derived from

'gnarus', 'knowing' , ought to be able to translate "knowing" into
"teLling" without distortion. Knowing anything, however,

dependant as it ls upon the "inanity of the discourse of
knowledge",g is as inane in the House of Fame as ever it could be

six hundred years later in the Ecrits.

2. The Reader's Queat

The House of Eame has been a particularly ravaged

battlefíeld for Truth's Darching anr¡y of illuslons. Lured on by

the poem's repeated and intriguing pattern of narrative
lndeterrnlnacy and elllpsls , the reader attempts to fill €aps,

to decide 'undecidabiLLties' , and to (faire ud fron the poem, s

multifarlous perspectives. The text, however, seeras to nock a

natural 'readerly' desl-re for totality, inslsting at every stage

of the quest upon what Eugene Goodheart, In his study of
deconstructive skepticlsn, identlfies as the "intrinsic vacuity"
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infonning poetry's "structures of worlds, and plenitudes of
meaning" .7

In conflating and confusing a multiplicity of conflieting
(auctorites', and refusing to submit to (metaphysical closure'
the indeterminaey of the "openings"8 it locates, the "Book" of
f,'arne, as Chaucer re-calls the poem in his Retractions, seems to
participate readiJ.y (through the centuries) in Derrida,s
proclaimed destruction of "the ldea of the book":

The idea of the book, which always refers to a natural
totality, is profoundly alien to the sense of
writing. . .I sha1l say that the destructlon of the book,
as it is now underway in all domains, denudes the
surface of the text.9

The well-wrought nedieval poern was, according to a "tradition of
twriting about writin6'"ro exemplified in such treatises as the

Poetria Nuova of Geoffrey of Vinsauf, sel f -conscious Iy aware of

clothing l-ts "surfaces":

Although the rneaníng is one, let it not co¡ne contênt
with one set of apparel. Let it vary its robes and
assume different rai¡nent.1 1

The House of tr'ar¡e, however, defies any confídence that "the

¡neaning is one", or that the word's "apparêl " is subJect to the

taste and control of the poet. The poero leads íts maker through

and by what appears to be an artlessly disorganized textual
surface, probing beneath " rhetorlcally íntensifled,
metamorphosed, adorned. . . illusions "l 2 of mediated truth towards

a deeper deconstructive vision of languaEie. This unmediated

"direct revelaÈion"r3 provides knosrledge, but knowledge of "a ne?t

meaninglessness " l a for truth ín language.
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As a literary statenent about the unreliability of J.iterary
staternents, which deliberately distorts while hightighting the
distorting process, which invalidates its own criteria for
validitv in íts first breath, and which makes its reader funble
through the same process of bewildered interpretation of the
"fracturing of the text"l5 as its protagonist does the events,

the House of Fame, according to Derrlda,s deseription of self-
reflexive lite¡ature, "limps and cLoses (very) bad1y,'. The

process and cLosure of the quest has, as a result, been subject
to a great deal of cri.tical .therapy, , often as wlldJ.y
imaginative as the text. A typical appraisal: "The surface of
Chaucer's House of Fame presènts a remarkable impression of
confusLon", records an undistorting objective lmpression of the
disparate events; what typically foLlows, however: ,,No entirely
satisfactory explanation of its central purpose has yet been

advanced",1Ê summarizes the critical desire of most readers to
somehow organize Chaucer's "troublesome abundance of materlal',1?

for hím.

The beLief ín the existence, of anything ,,entirely

satisfactory" or "central" is what distinguishes ,logocentric,

from deconstructlve criticlsn, and not the challenglng of a

particul-ar tradltion's 'center, , or foundation, whlch simply
displaces one set of assumptions with another. Much of the
critical response to the House of Fame betrays, beneath its
app¡eeiation for the poem's abundant capacity for doubt, the
assumption of an underlying metaphysical .totallty, which demands

resolution, one that assumes that "a valid Lnterpretation. , , must
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arrive at a stable picture of the text,,. ,Undecidability, then
beeomes mereJ.y a chafLenge to the literary sLeuth:

For occultation of the referent, undecidability,
reflects a transitory inability to remember where toIook for the referent. Undecídability marks a passíng
stage in the reader's prog¡ess toward interpretaiion . 1 s-

In the House of tr'ame, however, ,,the referent,', the meaningful
"thynge" which is the stated object of the search, is continualJ.y
receding before the quester, always deferred, and always just
beyond reach.

Situated in the center of a triptych of drearo-visions, the
House of Fame offers, to rephrase Matthew ArnoJ.d, the ', Iow

seriousness" of a quest for poetic definition which works less to
"find an ever surer and surer stay"lg than to expose aII surety
as ilLusion and farce. Textual indeterminacy appears to demand

either surrender or distortíon:
You either surrender to apparent indeterminacy, or pass
it over by an act of imagination . . . yleld - toindeter¡ninacy, and the text becomes an enigrna; waveyour troubles away, and its uniqueness ís lost. In both
cases, interpretation is defeated.2 o

Those who refuse to be "fooled by the exaggerated surface htrmour

of the poetry"2l are often fooled by thelr own desLre to ',pass

over" its indeterminacies: the Book of the Duchess then becomes a

unlfied search for the "oon physicien,', Christ; the House of
Fame, a coherent quest for the "man of gret auctorítee,,, again,
Christ.2 2

This varlety of authoritatíve pronouncêments supplied for
Chauce¡ ís by no ûìeans conflned to a ninetêênth or early
tv¡entieth century organicist insistence upon unlty and
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continuity. Stephen Knight, for example, demonstrates that a

Marxist re-readíng of chaucer can be as "self-assertive and

reductive as âny ironic individualist or awestruck a1legorist,, (a
generalized criticism which he levies against pre- and post_
structurar criticism) by dlsplacing such misguided inter¡rretatlon
with his own ingenious analogy: the llouse of Rumour becomes a

feudal market town, which sends its productivity in fealty to the
security of the Castle, thereby augmenting the Castle,s
"inherently questionable" authority.2B tror Eugene Vance, the
House of Rumour is a bustling Frankfurt money-market . 2 ,r chaucer
no doubt would have welcomed every nee, interpretation in
delighted amusement, all the v¡hire confident that his poem would

break Loose from each personalLy tailored analogy in turn, and

offer itself to another.

In "art poetlcal" where the narrator roay ride his horse out
of his bed-chamber, it is perhaps irrelevant to fret over the
identity of a disembodied utte¡ance emerging from a corner of a

whirling house of twigs. From the "nothynge,' of the Book of the
Duchess (BD 1l), to the "newe thynge " of the House of Fame (HF

1886), to the "certain thynge" of the parliament of Fowls (pF

20), the dreamer's goal becomes syntactically more concrete, but
re¡nains semanticalLy abstract and elusive, well hidden "from its
first comer, from the first g1ance". In Chaucer's delightfully
scattered 'ars poetica,, as the House of Fame, and to a lesser
extent, the three dream-visions as a set, has come to be

recognized, the ,reÊ, is never reified, nor its referent
recovered.
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Chaucer's three dream-visions in fact suggest their own

analogy for the dizzying, over-cror¡ded House of Rumour, ¡¡hich
works at least as well as those imposed from without: in the Book

of the Duchess, the dreamer,s distress is defined as a condition
of the mínd:

For sorwyful ymagínation
Ys alway hooly in my mynde. (BD 14-1b)

The "mynde" is distracted by Lts uncontrollable abundance of
unstructu¡ed, unproductive contents ("so many an idel thoght" 4),
which completely expand ( "hooly" ) to fi1J. it with nothingness
( "nothyng", 7, 8, 11). Like the House of Rumour, the ,,mynde,,

houses a 'vaeuoust 1"ide1") plenitude which cannot be integrated.
If the "fantasies" (28) which crowd the dreamer,s mind are

'phantomes' , in Macrobius' sense,2s then perhaps the dreamer,s

eight-year "sicknesse" (36) can be seen as a prolonged period of
inability to focus to his satisfaction the wealth of ideas

e¡aiting to be given dlrection and form, The prayer at the end of
Book I of the House of Fame is then perhaps, as Sheila Delaney

suggests,26 a pJ.ea against a recurrence of this condition of
"fantome and illusion" (HF 493), and the eniguatic absence and

presence of the "thynge", expressed in the Parliament of Fowls:

For both I hadde thyng which that I nolde
And ek I nadde that thyng that I wolde. (PF 90-91)

is possibly such a r€curr€nce. In his tripartite search for an

undecorated language, the "naked têxt in Engllsh" (LGW.G.86), the
dreamer-poet ventures fro¡n the evasive artifice of French courtly
romance to unadorned confrontation with ,reaIity, in the Book of
the Duchess, through the progresslvely distorting perceptions of
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literary 'reality' in the

continuous proliferation
llouse of Fane. He êmergês, after the

of un¡esol-ved antitheses2? of the

the still unresoLved cacophonous

of a gathering of ¡nedievaL birds and

díd "Geffrey" learn in his celestial

Parl i ar¡ent of Fov¡ls. to
discourse (in rhyrre royale)

ducks, l{hat, if anything,

f 1i ght?

3.The Dreamer's Quest

In the Book of the Duchess and the Parliament of Fowls, the
sequênce of story-to-dream sêrves to separate the dreamíng from

the waking state. In the llouse of Fame, however, the logic of
cause and effect is confounded fro¡o the outset by having the
story (Dido and Aeneas, in this case), and later the dreanrer,

contained within the dream. Within the story itself, the sourcês

are conflated and confused. Frank Kermode states that successful
narratíve is entirely dependant upon logical causal-íty:

Sequence goes nowhere without his doppelganger or
shadow, causa1Lty.2I

In the House of tr'ame, as in "Sir Thopas", the quest goes nowhere,

but intentionalLy (?) and brilliantly. If this ls a model of

'grammar' , as Willlam Wilson sugg€sts,28 then its laws and its
ruLes are most ¡esistant to being "booked".

The poem begins e¡ith the word "God" and ends with
"auctoritee", thereby enclosing ítseLf ln what could have been a

satisfyíng coherence of Word and eoncept, The opening wish, "God

turne us every drem to goodel" demonstrates a similar har:nony of
signifier and signified ( "God" and "goode" ) which, by its
repetition (at line 58), frames the openlng statement of the
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poem. that stàtemsnt, however, is a breathleas rdubitatio, which

undermines the vaLidity of the entire poem. How, for example,

does the reader read one of the "¡noments of radlcal proto-
individuaL ism" :3 o

In suche wordes gan to pleyne
Dydo of hir grete peyne
As ¡ne mette redely -
Non other auctoi. alegge I. (HF 31f-414)

after the dreamer's disclaimer:

But why the cause is, noght wot I.
f,le I worthe of this thyng grete clerkys
That trete of this and other werkes
For I of noon opinion
Nyl as now make mensyon
But oonly that the holy roode
Turne us every drem to goode I (HF bZ-bS)

The search ( "why", reiterated 8 times) for cause (T times )

and "th'effect" (5) is followed by another leng:thy digression,
again constructed as a rldiculous assortment of idea - invocation
of the god of sleep to comnand an attentive audience; a blessing
upon those who will not misinterpret the uninterpretabl e,

equivocating drêam; a curse, for those that dare, of the fate of
Croesus, who did not heed the so¡nehow unequivocal message of hls
(fabrícated3 1) dream - aII contaLned v¡ithin another envelope of
exactÍtude, this t,ine, an authentLcatlng date, the ',tenthe day

now of Decembre" (63, 111).

The prominenee of these repeated phrases has insplred a

variety of thematlc interpretations : through the prayers to God

the dreamer "transcends given alternatLves in a fideistie appeal

to the híghest authority";32 the winter date figures the

sterility of the dreamer's soul , and therefore his need for such
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resolution. But the frequent bathos of the dreamer's appeals for
heavenLy direction - for example,

...pray I Jesus God
That (drene he barefoot, dreme he shod)... (g7-gg) -

attributes a flaunted ineptitude to this struggling dreamer-poet,
"nired in prolegomena" ,3 3 which repeatedJ.y undercuts such

humourlessly pious interpretat ions .

Robert Jordan has recently suggested a re-reading of
chaucer's rhetorical surfaces as an antidote to the unverifiabre
idiosyncratic readings of content and theme:

Rhetorical analysis affords a view of that dynamicinterplay (between verbal surface and illusionarycontent) that is inaccesslble to a mode oiinterpretation that places definitive value onrendering the verbal surface transparent. . ,

.. .A valid Chaucerian poetics must take account of theintellectual dimension of Chaucerian narrative and its
undisgu3.sed sel f -consciousness about the making of
make-beIieve. 3 4

In the House of Fa¡ne, the narrator,s elaborate use of rhetorical
devices,'exclamatlo','dubitatio',,anplificatio,,expolitio,,

'invocatio',35 out-does Geoffrey of Vinsauf by over-dressing the
contênt in every set of apparel avaiLable. Jordan notes in
particular how repetition (.expolito,) of enclosing phråses

causes an impairnent to narrative flow and to traditíonar modes

of continuíty by emphasizing each section,s completeness as a

" self -suff icient bLock of discourse".sg

The ove¡a}l effect of this rhetorical emphasis is a strong
sense of a dreaner-poet "pLaying and displaying his roles,,, one

of the¡n being to accentuate, rather than to disguise the gap

bets¡een verbal surface and illusionary content, The attention
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givên this "parodic excess,'a? of rhetoric is compounded by the
openly parodic 'aping' (HF 1212) of the classícal quest, most

notably Dante's. The undisguised parody of sources alerts the
reader to the differences in poetic treatment as much o¡ more

than to si¡nilarities: neither Dante nor Cícero would have turned
their flights to the heavens into an elaborate joke on

fIatulence.38 The disparity between the dreamer,s befuddled state
and what the reader knows was Dante's or Seipio,s is yet another

€ap in the text, and a source of hunour for the poem which gets

lost in any attempt at serious comparison.

There is a more ,ernest' síde, though, to Chaucer,s , game,

with Dante. The Commedía ends with a vision of the cosmos as a

profusion of scattered pages, bound together by Love:

In its depth I saw ingathered, bound by love in onesingle volume, that which is dlspersed in leaves
throughout the universe. Paradiso 33.86-88 ss

Dante's quest upholds what Jesse Gellrich terrrs (after Derrida)
"the idea of the Book" in the middle ages: ar¡y search fo¡ truth
in language which particlpates in the "Book of Culture', never
goes so far as to doubt the preexistent totality of this
ineffable truth, however imposslble it may be for the poet to
represent i.t in words, Danto's ,volune, ls an integrated whole;

it is human conception and perception that is faulty.
In hls invocation to Apo1J.o, which Chaucer borrows, Dante

asks the god of poetry to

show forth the image of the blessed realm that is
imprlnted in my mlnd. Paradiso L.23-2440

What is "ymarked" in tl¡e mínd of Chaucer,s dreanner, however:
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...helpe me to shewe now
That in myn hed ymarked Ls -
Loo, that is for to menen thís
The Hous of Fame for to descryve - (HF 1101-1105),

cånnot, without severe distortion, be considered the "blessed

rea1m". The dreamer's Dantean journey from Helt (the desert of
Book I) to Purgatory (the flight to the mountain in Book II) to
Heaven (the highest realm of Fame in Book III)41 seems rather to
focus in through-the - looking-g1as s fashion upon ímages which are

progressj-ve1y distorted: first he sees the final forms of the
disembodied "tydings" given material presence in Fame,s court;
then he sees them deconstructed ínto their origínal overwhelming

and confusing abundance in the llouse of Rumour. The process of
the dream from Book I to Book III is one of progressive disorder:
re-telling of the tale is (rris)directed by the artist; the fame

of the tale is directed by a caprici-ous and ilJ.ogical Fame,

paired with Fortune; the tidíngs which make up the tale are

undirected ("Ne porter ther is noon", 1g5b), "fals and soth

compouned" (2108), and ordered and nurtured by Chance ("Aventure,

that is the noder of tydynges", 1982-83). The order of the dream

is itself out of order - we must read back+rards from the end to
the beginning to 'understand' horr a tiding and then its fame

(Book III, in reverse), and then its transmissl-on (Book II), is
finally crafted into a tale (Book I).

Given this multi-layered mediation of ,truth, in language,

the eagle's pedantic discourse, tJ.resomely repeated,42 ís even

more ludicrously irrelevant in this re-readLng: the science of
sound may itself be sound, but it descrLbes phenomena which are

dependant upon "feble fundament" (1132), and like "every speche
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that ys spoken", this discourse, too, ís ítself ',noght but eyr
ybroken" (765). Of what use is certainty concerning sounds, when

what they signify is unreliable and uncertain? Here there is no

doubt about a single and knowable tdestination, for the
signifíer: "every soun" (720), "every speche,' (ZB3 and again at
849), "every word" (881) is destlned for the capricious judgement

of Fame. The poet's difficult task ís one of attempting, against
these imgossible odds, to make a choice, and to "telj-e aryght,,
(79, 527 , LLOS, L43/L'O, 406/426) .

The Invocation to Book II states the dilemma explicitly:
O Thought, that w¡ot al that I mette
And in the tresorye hyt shette
Of my brayn, now shal men se
Yf any vertu In the be
To tellen aI ny dren aryght
Now kythe thyn engyn and myght. (523-28)

"Shette", Iike "ymarked" (1103), indicates possesslveness and

determination, and also value: the thôughts are Ìike ,treasures;

the "brayn", a "tresorye". But the ímagery also suggests

imprisonment. Reason in Book II is locked into rationalization
of the irational . Furthermore, the labyrinthine phenomena,

described in ordered scientific simplicity by the eagle, arê

discovered to be not only disordered, but as destructive as war

and fire:

As dooth the rowtynge of the ston
That from the engyn ys leten gon. (1933-34)
As fyr is wont to quyke and goo
From a spareke spronge amys
Ti1 a cLtee brent up ys. (2078-80)

How can the "engyn" of the nind (528) vrithstand such an "êngyn"

of'destruction?
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LuckiIy, the dreamer has ,frends,. ShelIa Delaney identifies
the abrupt appearances of these transitional characters (the
eagle, the stranger ín the House of Fame, the ,,nan of gïêt
auctorite" in the House of Rumour) as dialectical shlfts in
response to the dreamer's desire to transcend his ,'potential

sterility of being unable to choose". She describes a repeated

movenent towards a rnultiplicity of choices and an impasse of
indecision, where "the problem of cholce ís transcended,,. as The

dreamer's dilemma is displaced and deferred more than it is
transcended, however. Each pronise of EUided authoritative
assurance:

"Be fuL assured, boldely
I am thy frend. "(581-82);

"But now no fors, for wel y se
What thou desirest for to here.
Com forth and stond no lenger here
And y wil thee, withouten drede
fn such another place tede
Ther thou shalt here many oon". (1910-1915);

But he semed for to be
A man of gret auctorite. . . . (215?-58),

ends in an emphatie denlal of authority for the dreamer: "no

maner creature" can "telle" better than he how to judge the

dlstortíon of Virgil and Ovid,s art (489-90); or his own:

"Nay, for sothe, frend", quod I...
I wot myselven best how y stonde
Eor what I drye, or what I thynke
I wiJ. myseJ.ven al hyt, drynke
Certeyn, for the more part
As fer forth as I kan nyn art" (1873-1882).

"Nay" is perhaps the only "soth" the dreamer can utter wíth
certainty. Like the InvocatLon to Book II, thls passagê ls
serious in tone; iÈ síts quietly between the noisy ehaos of !'ame
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and Rumour like a poetic 'credo,. Authority and Fame are

siLenced, and the self is asserted with a re-iteration , in the
spare style achieved ín the Book of the Duchess:

"Noo? " quod he
"Noo, pardel" ( 1895 )

Given this energíng resistance to authority, how is the
reader to view the mysteríous "man of gret auctorite,,? He appears

to come forward out of the confusion as a great relief (,'atte
last" 2155) to the dreamer after the anaphoric frer.zy of
"Ands " (2147 -2154) . But even if the "man" is the exact image of
"some new thynge" (1887), we know that to be ln the House of
Rumour he must be 'aLways already, an iloage of an utterancè, and

thus, Like the dream, the poetry, and the scientifie and

phì-J.osophical arguments - all the means of validation presented

in the poem - he, too, must b€ suspect.

The perfeet consubstantial ity of utterance and referent
described by the eagle r

ï,lhan any speche ycomen ys
Up to the paLeys, anon-ryght
Hyt wexeth lyk the same wight
Which that the word in erthe spak
Be hyt clothed red or blak
And hath so verray hys lyknesse
That spak the v¡ord...
And ys not thls a wonder thyng? (1075-1083),

seens to present the conditions for the Platonic perfect
discourse, where "offspring" and "parent"4,t ¡¿ould be eternally
presênt to each other. Plato's point, of course, is that as a

means to knowledge, this perfection is only as meaningful as the

integrity of the "parent" utterance. But does the utterance in
the House of Rumour look like what thê "wight" said, or what he
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meant to say, and vras thêre 
" âif f """rro"T tt the utterance was

metaphoric or ironic or allegorical or ambivalent, or perhaps

intentionally and persuasively deceptive, does it ,,shewe,, forth
the "craft" or "sentence" (1100)? In the House of Rumour, the
Iinguistic sígn unites "not a thing to a name',, no.r "a concept to
a sound-image", as Saussure proposed,4 5 but a sound-image to its
speaker. According to the eagle,s loglc, the "tydinges,' can only
repeat thernselves exactly, vrith the same rhetorical ,coLors,

("red or bl-ak" ). As Plato warned, "if someone were to question
them, wishing to understand what is spoken, they always sigrrify
one and the same thing". The sound-image is locked in forever to
the fallibility of the indivídual; here, the ,arbitrariness, of
the linguistic convention which Saussure stated "should not imply
that the ehoice of the signifier is left entirety to the
speaker", {6 has the potential to create exactly this f ragmented,

totally individuated block to com¡nunication through language.

The House of Rumour figures the inescapability of the
signifying "tydlng" from its speaker. By the time a ',tydlng,' is
re-appropriated into a new taIe, the signified concept ,,ymarked,,

in the mind of the speaker ¡nay be buried there forever if hê was

unable to "tellen it aryght"; ít rnay be a "poison,, to knowledge

if he told it wrongly or irresponsibly. According to the poera,s

'J-ogic', if the nan of authority,s unstated utterance v¡ill be

"sothe", it may arríve at Earne's court "conpouned', with ',f aLs,'

(2108). Even if this does not occur (by chance, of course), Fame

may or nay not dismiss it (by caprice). If it achieves fame, it
may be misrepresented and,/or confounded with the ,'tydings,' of
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others. Finally, it will be subject to (misdening, by artist and

reader alike. The final scene of the House of Fame reveals the
utterance of authorítatíve truth, the "thynge" (1887) ltself, to
be impossible to articuJ.ate, ídentify, or validate, and stomped

upon "as men doon after eles".

4. Closure

Unl ike in the Book of the Duchess and the Pegfl_e¡Oen!____e.f.

Fowls, in the House of Fame the poet-dxeam€r does not waken to
dissatisfied musings about the inconclusívenes s of hls dream

experience, but remains inescapably "shette" in his "brayn". The

lack of cLosure allows the reader to irnagine the continued
"energy and enthusiasm" of the search:

the energy and enthusiasm with which the poet rushes
towards a conclusíon would seem collectlvely to
indicate hls singlenèss of purpose.,{7 ,

but also the continued displacenent of êvelly attempt at
"singleness". Síngling out the man of authority from the mass of
"tydinges" is the poem's final atternpt to (faire un¡, and the
greatest instance of the gap it has continually exposed between

desire and lack of authoritative verbal guldance. Each book Ln

the House of Fame has been a critique of the process of mediation

interrupting, and/or corrupting the signifying system. Parodic

manipulation of sources, rhetorical display, and transitíonal
take-overs accompany and augment this sense of deferral and

interruptJ-on within the fiction, so that the only true ,unity, in
the poem's compoEition 1s thls equal insistence upon dlsJunctlon
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by both the verbal surface of the text, and its fictional
content.

SheiIa Delaney concLudes that the disjunction between
rskepticism' ( Iack) and 'fideism, (desire), "cannot be resolved

ín the têrms set up ín the poen...the House of Fame is an

unfinishable work, and nothing proclaíms Chaucer,s dilemna so

weLl as the absence of an endi¡¡g".{s Unfortunately, the "terms

set up in the poem" are the only ones avail-abl-e to any writer. If
the absence of an ending is the only Logicâl outcome to this
dilemma, how can there ever be an ending whích is justlfiable?

More to the point, if Chaucer was unable to end the House of Farne

because "at this cumulative point of nultiplicity, no fídeistic
assertion vrould serve", how then can the ,fideistic, Retractions

to the Canterburv Tales be expected to serve?

Delaney finds a repeated pattêrn of dlalectic and

transcendence in the llouse of Fame; Jordan, a sequence of

complete and self-sufficient blocks of discourse. If one

recogrtizês the contiguous seg!¡ents as Lncor¡plete, Ín their
faíIure to fuIflII thelr stated desire, ând the attempts at
transcendence as sinilarly unfulfilling, then the House of Fame

can be seen as a prototype of the process of 'lack' and ,desire,,

displaeement and transcend.enee, which ís the dynamic force in
both the Canterburv Tales and Paterson, and which raises slrnilar
questions about the coherence of their endings.

The poetic quest in the House of Fame has moved through a

Lacanian mind-scape of 'lack' and 'desire' Ín pursuit of an

elusive and poorly articulated "thynge". It ends with the quester
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'lost in the fun-house' . The poern is a ludicrous caricature of
pluralism - even the squeak of a mouse (?85) gains entry into
this Derridean "free-p]ay" garae of zero privilege,/ subordination.

Stanley Fish descríbes what could easily identify the House of

Fame :

1n the caricature. .. of the post- structural i st
Derridian view, the denial of objective texts and
determinate neanings Leads to a universe of absolute
free-p1ay in which everything is indeterminate and
undecidable.1s

The comíc center of Chaucer's dream-quest is an 'ars poetica'

which is no defense of poetry at all, but rather a cartoon of the

impossibilíty of representing truth in art. From the central-

vantage of Book II of the House of Fame, both poet and reader can

Iook upon both art (Book I) and Farne (Book III), both Ðeath (Book

of the Duchess), and Love (Parlia¡nent of Fowls), and laugh llke
Scipio at the imperfection of all worldly endeavor. The humour of

this self-carieature is Èhe essenee of play: its distortion
foregrounds the inrperfections of the subjêct, and at the sane

ti¡ne acknowledges that this foreground is, after all, a

distortion. It seems that Chaucer had looked, laughed, and

caÌrièd on'as If' an artist were free to connand his unruly
"idel thoghts" and naterials over the epistemological gaps he had

expos6d.

The llouse of f,'ame serves this study asi a fun-house

caricature of the limitations of language. ln Chaucer's final
work, as in the House of Fame, "pleye" 1s not si¡nply a

gllttering, multi-fac€ted surfacê 'gam€', hiding for fun the
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work's more rern€at' univocal message. Like our resporrse to the
"Tune of Tunes",50 the immediate delight is in the surface. It is
hoped that through the following two chapters the occasional

l-ook backwards to the delightful "inanity" of the cartoon wíl]
keep foregrounded that wt¡ich ís easily lost in any seríous

critical discussion, namely, thè anti-heroic, hunourous attj.tude
to the 'game' of language, which THROUGH THE CENTURIES HAS

SURVI D. Did Chaucer abandon it?
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CHAPTER III
Ef,IT F-[]H-EOÛSE: f,le5¿¡e in the Ganterbury Tales

1 . Introduction

Horace advised the conscientious poet to 1ock his work

"intus", and let it be kept quiet until the ninth year.l gihen,

after his eight-year "sicknesse", Chaucer decided to unlock his
"tresorye", he left the ' authenticating, device of the dream-

vision for the dissembling 'rea1ism, of teller and tale. In the
Canterburv Ta1es, tales, not just "tydinges", víe for outlet and

judgement. The 'game' of story-telling contends with the ,ernest,

of pilgrimage, and there are multiple truncated attempts at
authoritative utterance.

Recent Chaucer criticism has identified in the Canterbur¡¡

Ta1es these textual elements of pturality, dissemination, and

disjunctlon, which constltute the post-modern sense of a text as

a (play'2 between author and reader: David tanton desc¡ibes the
Canterburv Tales as a polyphonie "narrational diaspora,, in which
"the frar¡e, . . disperses into a scattering of fletions"; Jesse

Gellrich finds the s¡ork "indeterminate. . . too plurivalent to be

a copy of a structural model vrith a fixed and centered hold on

order"; Carl LindahL describes a Bakhtlnian ,'festive

performance"; Louise Fradenburg, a similar "carnival world of
poetic rebellion"; Stephen Knight, a "multi.plicity of fragmented

discourses " . 3

MultipliciÈy and fragmentation provide for a sênse of
liberation, or of lirnitation, ,Fun-House, or ,Prison-House, 

,
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depending upon a poet's perceptíon, and a reader, s reception of
the craft. Unbounded textual energies can be a power-house of

'pray':
a verbal strategy, or language game, or tendency totransform the capacity for communication into an
instrument of sel f -presentation, competition, or
mastery . ,l

Or a source of anxiety:

The Canterburv Tales is postmodern in lts manifest
awareness of the contingent and arbl.trary nature of
Ianguage . 5

The 'play' is 'pleasurable,6 only so long as the rules are

consistent: for many disappointed readers, the "Ianguage game,,

beco¡nes earnest at the end of the Cante¡bur¡¡ Tales. as the

Parson's final contribution to the game "in effect renders the
game unplayable",? With the "Parson, s Tale" there is an abrupt

shift from the polyphony of dialogic dlscourse to monologic

discourse, and we are no longer participattng in the ',vast

stereophony" of "plurality"s - aurally, ideologically, or

tonal ly .

The Retractíons which follow have been read as thê game, s

concession to "the highest noral gurpose of medieval a¡t, namely,

the harmony which the Parson offers bet¡reen thought, word, and

deed".8 Most reader responsê, however, belies any such harmony

in the reading experJ.ence. Attempts to throw away the final
fragmentl 0 have been replaced by attempts to explain it away as

irony.lr But no explanation, however lngenious, can undo the
disturbing jolt to expectations which Chaucer,s "Retractions"

occasions in its readêrs.
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How Ís it that a statement which is deemed so fitting a

"Lenten conclusion"12 at the sa¡oe tíme does not seem to fit? This

chapter wí11 demonstrate that two "realms of discourse bang

together"lS in dissonant 'p1ay' on the surface of Chaucer,s text:
a (metaphoríc' polarity of transcendence, and a ,metonyrnic,

polarity of re-immersion. According to Rornan Jakobson,

In manipulating these two kinds of connection
(simiLarity and contiguity) in both their aspects
(positlonal and semantic) - selecting, combl-ning, and
ranking them - an individual exhibits hís personal.
style, hís verbal predilection and preferences.l4

Chaucer's predilection for visible rhetorical 'p1ay' is honed to
a sophisticated fine art in the Canterburv Tales, The interplay
here between verbal surface and fictional- content presents the

reader with two parallel 'roadside journeys', the rhetorLcal
process, and the fictive pilgrimage, whlch "bang together" at the

end of the journey. The superstructure of the work conveys a

metaphoric representation of quest and resolution. The ending is
weJ.l prepared, as analysis will reveal, both s}¡¡nbolicallyl 5 and

dramatical]y, yet it is dissatisfylngly dissonant. In his choice

of strategies for his 'gane', Chaucer has ensured that hls ending

wí11 be at onc€ organic and disruptive; cohesive and

deconstructive; the reader's 'pleasure' does not seen to have

been his "entente".

Robert Jordan proposes the analogy of the Gothic cathedral

to accommodate such antithetical elements ínto the Cant,erbury

TaLes:

The ereatíve impulse develops in an endlessLy lnventive
procêss of dividlne a preconcelved totallty into its
constituent pårts...the focal points they establlsh are
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subject to di splacement . . . the aesthetie character is
determined by dissonance between the dramat,ic and thestatic.1€

He differentiates between an ,inorganic, , ,multiple unity, ,

whose features are distinctly indivídual-, and an .organic',

'unified unity', whose features subordinate themselves to the
total impression:

Chaucerian narrative is 1iteraIly ',buiLt,, of inert
self-contained parts, collocated in accordance with theadditive, reduplicative prlnciples which eharacterize
the Gothic edifice...the ultlnate pointing towards God
adds a further architectonic dirnension characteristic
of the Gothic. 1?

Jordan's study led him to

attempt to discover how Chaucer,s sense of inorganic
structure could enable him to ¡esolve the serenity of
Truth and the tu¡nult of its ages -Jand ) achieve the
completeness of visioir which to the Gothic mind was the
hallmark of serious human enterprise.l s

Without the preconceived notions of unity (,rnultipte, or not),
Jordan's principles of aceumulation and division, dissonance and

displacement, are very close to Derrida,s principle of
'supplernent', and Lacan's of 'l-ack and desire,.In the Canterburv

Tales, the "focal points" of the Gothic structure are those

characters and tales which act as energizing points, gathering

and disseminating a nultipllcity of perspectives with particular
force, and ç¡hich serve to continually divi.de and displace any

tendency towards "total-ity", both "pre-conceived,,, and

"ultimate", Can the reader arrive at Jordan's sense of the

complete, the self-contained, and the ultímate wíthout his ,a

priori' assumptlon of it?
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2. The Pa¡.'r'eù€rË of the Gane

Jordan's coneeptlon of dissonance and displacement presunes

a logocentric v¡holeness and ¡esolution underlying what Arnold

Hauser identifies as the "unfinished" and "fragmentary" aspects

of late Gothic style:

the dissoLution of a1l that is rigid and at rest by
means of a dialectic of functions and subordinations
...a dramatic conflict working up to a decision before
our eyes...the inconc lus ivenes s of the forms... one,s
impression of endless, restless movement for which any
stationary equilibrium is merely provisional .

The modern preference for the unfinished and the
frag¡nentary has its origine here.10

Although it may not attain equilíbrium, the Gothic aesthetic

stilI acknowledges " subordinations " and retains the "decision" of

the dialeetieal process as its goal . If, in Jordan,s view,

meaning "dances elusively among the interstices of the

discourse",zo yet, it is present.

Harry Bai1Iy, Host and literary critic, simllarLy places

himself within the Iogocentric tradition. His notion of "pley": "4

man may seye fu1 sooth in garne and pley" (I.4354), presupposes a

single "ful sooth" veil.ed beneath the nany facets of rhetorical
playfulness. The garne is pLayed out in the confidence of the

solidity of the central- truth or meanLng, v¡here "to be able to
play" is

to break up the unity sixnply so as to make it felt
still more strongly ! . . . the cliff stands firm in the
play of the waves, and the more violently thê y?aves
break against it from alL sides, the more we sense the
cliff's so1idity.21

tr'or Harry BailLy, 'horoo ludens', the rules of the gane are a stay

against the chaotic energ;'y of llfe. There is a substantial
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difference, however, between this traditional rnedieval (game and

play' of festlve performance, and the post-nodern sense of
ímprovisatory free-play, which, as Jesse Gellrlch recognizes in
the House of Fame, is "pIay which violates language and

rationality" ,22 and which "takes its pleasure from moves in the
text, not from trying to guess what the author had ,in mind,,'.23

Huiainga cites Paul Valery's remark:

No skepticism is possible where the rules of the game
are concerned, for the principle underlying them is an
unshakeable faith...If the rules are transgressed, the
whole play-world collapses. The game is over.21

Again, in the Canterburv Tales, skepticism and f ideis¡n are

presented as alternatives which readers have been eager to
resolve. Deciding which type of 'play, Chaucer had "in mind" fo¡
the end of his game has generated a recent critical splít over

the ending of the Canterburv Tales, similar to the House of Farne

and Troilus. The poens tease the reader into such conjecture

because of their p1ayfu11y ambivaLent styles of narration. How,

for example, does the reader react to Chaucer,s apparently open

decLaratlon of his "entente":

"Al that is r¡riten is writen for oure doctrine", and
that is nyn entênte. (X.1083)

On the one hand, the Bibllcal quotation appears to be a

straightforward, if unwelcome, invocation of highest authority,
an attempt by the poet to rfaire uri from "all" that he has

written, and to unveil the univocal "sooth" motivating its ,game

and pley'. On the other, Chaucer has invited the undernining of
his own utterance by placing that same (borrowed) statement in
the mouÈh of the equivocating Nun's PrLest (VII.3440-43), whose
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"Eoralite" is as impossibLe to distinguish from the tal.e as was

"soth" from "fals" in the House of Fame.

Early in the Canterburv Tales an ',e1vyssh', (VII. ZO3 )

narrator offers an ¡apologia, for poetry which serves rather to
evade narrative responsibility, and to draçr attention to the
artifíce of the narration much in the same manner as the Nun,s

Priest's authentieating protestations:

Whoso shal telle a tale after a tnan,
He moot reheree as ny as evere he kan
Everich a word, if it be in hís charge,
A1 speke he never so rudeliche and Iarge,
Or ellis he moot telle his tale untrewe,
He may nat spare, although he were hís brother;
He moot as v¡el seye o word as another.
Crist spak hymself ful brode in hooly writ,
And wel ye woot no vilênye is it.
Eek Plato seith, whoso that kan hyn rede,
The worde moote be cosyn to the dede" (L.725-42)

The narrator's manner of validating Ianguage through the models

of Christ and Plato expresses a desi¡e for truth in language

¡¡hich at the same time suggests the remoteness of such a goal .

It falls to the nediation of this unreliable narrator to carry
out- through the further fal1lb1e medlation of menory and

writing- the 'Iikenesse' of "everìch a word" to its speaker

dlscovered in the House of Fame. Of thls passage Paul Taylor

asks an old questlon ç¡1th a new twist: " What has Plato to do

with Christ?".zs The disjuncture perceíved here between Christ,s
figurative language of parablê (not at alL "ful brode" ), and

Plato's ideal of faithful representation, is even rnore arnbiguous

on cl.oser inspection: "cosyn" (from the Latin "cognatos" ), apart

from the pun which it lnvites (cosyn/cozen), allows at best a
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r reLative' approxímation of word to deed, and nevÊr a perfect
match . 2 s

Both ¡nodels, Biblical and P1atonic, assume a qualitative
difference between verbal signs and truth: a sigtr presupposes and

requires the (nomentary at least) absence of the concept it
signifies.2? The metaphoric Iayering of the Ianguage of parable

requires a projection towards a hidden center in the quest for
meaning; the 'inside' truth bears an integral similarity to the

'outside'. In Plato's model, the written word is only an unstable

"reminder" of this permanent truth, a metonynic displacement

which recal-ls what meaning it can through association. Closing

the gap between s¡ord and meanl-ng is ,barred, (recalling Lacan,s

algorithns, or Derrida's 'detour') in either case from i¡nmediate

gratification. When the narrator, short of wit, eollapses both

modes into one undi scrlminating "fuIl brode" modeL, is he

suggesting that they are equally likely to succeed (or not)?

By adding a "rhetorical" aspect to Jakobson's "positional
and sernantic" aspects of metaphor and metonymy,2S these two

principles, when applled to structural strategy, describe well
Jordan's sense of "the dramatLc and thê static, " The notion of

narratlve metonymy can be seen to reiterate, ln more contemporary

fashion, Augustine's dialectic of "nodo hoc, modo l1lud", the

this,/that contiguity proper to the impaired cognition of

mortals,29 'Metaphor' conveys just the opposíte, a paradlgm of
relationships in ?rhi ch:

the perception of the presence of a transcendental
order of thíngs, a unity 1n which...the things of this
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fraEmented world are signifiers that point beyond
thernseLves toward an ineffable whoIe.30

fn De Doctrina Christiana, Augustine co¡nments upon the inevitable
gap between thought and word:

But our thought is not transformed into sounds; it
remains entire in itself and assumes the form of v¡ords
by means of which lt may reach the ears withoutsuffering any deterioration in itself. In the same waythe Word of God was made flesh without change that He
might dwell amonE us.31

It is evident that Augustine did not see the thought,s integrity
("it remains entire within itself" ) as an imprisonment, nor the
gap between its reality and its assumed form cause for despair.
For Augustine, "Videmus nunc per speculum in aenigmate; tunc

autem facie ad faciem" (I Cor.13:12); the tmirror-stage' is
regained when one at last comes "face to face" with "the

transcendentant signified at the origin of al1".32

According to Derrida, Western logocentrism (wrongly) sees in
metaphor and in theoLogy "a provisional 1oss...but with its
sights set on...a re-turn" to revealed truth. gg It is this re-
routing of the waf¡¡ard pilgrins at the end of the Canterburv

Tales which has been considêred by some to be Chaucer,s final
play in his view of thê world as 'sub specle ludi': "The Parson, s

TaIe, then, is a kind of 'sum¡na' on playlng the uttinatê €lamê".4,1

In its strategic placenent, the "Parson,s TaIe" participates ln
what Frank Kermode classifies as "paradigmatic" or "ideological"
closure: "coherent patterns which attenpt to achieve consonance

between beginning and end"; to make sense of the here and now

("in hoc tenpore") and at the same time.,,recover a lost order

of timê ("in illo tempore" ).35
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3.fhe Hetaphoric Superstructule: Earaony

The outêr st¡uctura] design of the

achieves such an ideological synthesis. In the

work:

Canterburr¡ Tales

beginning of the

Whan that April-l with his shoures soote
The droghte of March hath perced to the roote
And bathed every veyne in swich licour
Of which vertu engend¡ed is the flour
Whan Zephirus eek with hls sweete breeth
Inspired hath in every holt and heeth
The tendre croppes, and the yonge sonne
Hath in the Ram his half cours yronne
And smale foweles maken neolodye,
That slepen a1 the nyght e¡ith open ye
(So priketh hem nature in hir eorages),

Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrimages
And palmeres for to seken straunge strondes,
1o ferne halwes, kowth in sondry londes;
And specially from eVery shires ende
Of Engelond to Caunterbury they wende,
The hooly blisful martir for to seke,
That hem hath holpen whan that they were seeke.,

an inpulse of progression, beginning with the abstract pagan

forces of "Aprill" (Aphrodite) and "March" (Mars ) evolves in
harmonious conjunction with elementaL sources, of water

("shoures"), air ("breeth"), fire ("sonne"), and earth ("heeth"),

through an ascending hierarchy of life on earth (first "croppes",

then "foweles" ), culminating with ¡nan ( "folk" ), and then

eontinuing beyond him to the abstract "hooly". The movement of
images of the earth, from "roote" to "flour" to "croppes",

accompaníes thi.s process of fu1fillment, whlle the continuous

spatial focusing, from "hoIt and he€th", to "straunge strondes",

to "sondry londes", to "shires end", "Engelond", and flnatly
"Caunterbury", parallels the ultimate focus of aII of the life
images upward towards the "blisfu1 martir".
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Of this passåge, Ralph Baldwin remarked:

We have a typical medieval ab origine cornmencement.. .with
the inchoative seasonal-moral , seasonal -re I igíous metaphor,
where the mirror of nature could not but reflect the divine
order . 3 6

The controlled image pattern is symbolic both of Creation and

Judgernent, also fíxed in April-March in the Christian tradition:
The Canterburv Tales, like lts real , Iife analogues
(Medieval festivals), is a celebration vrithin a
celebration, a profane element embedded ln a sacred
procession...the seasonaL allusion places the
pilgrinag€ at the onset of spring and of HoIy Week, a
time when both spiritual faith and secular life arê
revitalized, 3 ?

The entire movement towards an Augustinian "lneffabLe whoLe" is
thus contaíned within the ordering stLucture of the Êentence,

"whan. . .thanne". The culminating word pai-r, "seke"/"seeke", in
its visual and aural assonance, is a moment of what Lacan would

cafl the harmonious wholeness of the 'mirror-stage' .

This inltial metaphoric reprêsentation ís balanced in the

ending of the Canterburv Ta1es. In this respect, the entire
structuïe can be seen as an ideological paradigm in which

the finis was ineluctably perceived in the
beginning. ..the Canterbury pilgrimagê becomes by
metaphorical pressure the pilgrimage to the Celestial
Cíty...the destination of the pilgrínage becomes by the
interlocked metaphorical and dramatic structures, not
so much the Canterbury shrLne as the "Parson's TaIe".38

Symbolic imagery in the "Parson's Prologue and Tal.e" provLdes a

balance and a resolution of the temporal quest, and at the same

ti¡¡e, a projection beyond the earthly reah¡ into the

transcendental "Of thllke parfit gLorious pllgrymage/ That highte

Jerusalem celestial " :
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The sonne fro the south lyne was descended
So lo¡¡e that he nas nat, to my sighte,
Degrees nyne and twenty as in highte.
Foure of the clokke it was tho, as I gesse,
For ellevene foot, or litel moore or lesse,
My shadwe was at thilke tyme, as there
Of swiche feet as my lengthe parted were
In sixe feet equaÌ of proporcioun.
Therwith the moones exal-tacíoun -
I meene Libra -alway gan ascende
As we were entryng at a thropes ende, (X.1-12)

"Libra" balances "the Ram" (I.8) with suggestions of the scales

of Justice. The falling sun balances the "yonge sonne" (I.7), and

juxtaposes the penultimate mor¡ents of temporal decline and

spatial "ende" with the coming of the final end.3e The re-
íterated Iines:

Thou sholdest knytte up wel a greet mateere.
Te1le us a fable anon (X.28-29)

l wol yow tel1e a myrie tale in prose
To knytte up aI this feeste and nake an ende. (X.46-47)

read like a responsive litany in which the roLes of the speakers

become re-reversed: the 'Lord of Misrule'40 ylelds to the

reprêsentati.ve of the true Lord; the Host's revrarding supper and

the festival "feeste" yields to participation in the salvífic
"feeste"; "greet nateere" yields to "vertuous mateere", "fable"
to "prose", and "nyrie" is transfor¡¡ed from tts worldly
connotation of 'solace' to
sentence " .

"plesaunce leefuI" and "ve¡tuous

This complex structuraL syrnmetry establishes the Canterburv

Tales as an "apocalyptic" , or "end-deternined fiction" ,41

wherein:

the world of the Þ.8!g.fè¡¡Ey___Iê]9.s moves fron lts own
Genesis to its final Revelation in the "Parson's
Tale " .4 2
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The ending of the "Parson's Tale" recapitulates wi.th insistent
repetition the end-determined "thanne" clause of the spring
opening:

Thanne shaltow understonde ...Thanne is discipJ.ine
. . . Thanne shaltow understonde . . . Thanne shal men
understonde" (X. 1057*1076) .

Verbal echoes from the opening in lines X.10Z6-80 place the
"compaignye of sondry fo1k" (f .24) before the "blissfu1
compaignye"; the earthly "droghte" (I.2) is "replenysed,'; the
"seeke" ( I. 18 ) , "syk freele and fieb1e" human condi.tion is
replaced by "sikernesse"; the longing "for to seke"(I.lZ) is
fulfilled in "the sighte of the parf i.t knowing of God".

Fragment X thus serves to complete a framing structure
which reflects

a relationship to the structure of the Bible: a long
complex history told in a series of individual parts,
and framed by Genesis and Reve1ation.,l3

But in order for this "complex history" to particlpate in a

metaphoríc, Augustinlan synthesis, the "series of individual
parts" would have to sêrve figuratively as typês and shadov¡s of
the final events in the Iínear, end-determined concept of
Christian sacr€d history. It seems, however, that the netaphoric

beginning and ending remain distinct in st¡uetural strategy and

in ideology from the rather large níddle, and that, on closer
reading, the integrated harmony and unity of the spring openíng

itself contains the potentiaÌ to dissonance: the stable
hierarchic order is threatened even as it ls set up in thê verse.

Ra1ph Baldwin quotes T.S. Eliot,s opening to The Wasteland

as an íllustration of a parodic use of the spring topos.,t,t Where
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EIiot openly devastates hís April, Chaucer constructs his perfect
harmony with only the potentiaJ- to disruption. The impact of
Eliot's reversal depends upon an inherited tradition of
conventional spring openings. In Chaucer, s, the notable absence

of any gender or 'engendring' in the highest form of life (the

"folke") compared to the lowest (the "erthe" ), and compared to
the analogues, which are full of èarthly love and contention,45
places an arnbivaLent weight on the "longen" that separates the

two clauses. The language at this poínt .fa1ls, from the hieh

aureate style to a more colloquial ,1ow, style ât the

introduction of man ("folk") into the garden. In a most original
turning from the more conventional human love towards the

spiritual , Chaucer draws equal attention to the ideologically
separate conditions, of spirituallty and of earthliness,
contained in the paired "seke"/"seeke" which ends the passage.

The absenee of contention, in the whoLe passage, and in its
harmoníous closing couplet, acts as a 'graft' or ,splltting, or
"fissure"46 simlLar to the elision of aural difference in
Derrida's difference-differanse. The sllent difference between

"seke" and "seeke" constitutes a deferring ¿di.f f .".tt"d, and a non-

committal alternative to didacticísm: the 'desire, of ,seeking,

the holy martyr requires his provisional absence or lack; the

'1ack', or spírJ.tual 'sLckness', requires a provisional lapse in
seeking. Thus the pairing whieh deceptively inplles a unity (the

signifiers appea¡, vísually and aurally, to be 'cosyns', whêreas

the signifieds are radically different), ln fact denonstrates an

invisible 'g¡afting' in the Lacanian chain of desire, a ga¡l
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comparablê to that r¡hich marks metaphoric significations as

repressions, and which led Derrida to "catch at"4? their
suppressed implications.

Of sueh ideologieal "fissures" in the text Terry Eagleton

writes:

For every work is constituted by an interior 'rupture,
or rde-cente¡ment' worked upon its initial situation...
The mutual confrontation of those divergent meanings l-n
the text signals a certain lncompleteness: the work is
not closed on 1tse1f, a 'totality' turning around a
concealed centêr, but radically decentered and
irregular, unachieved and lnsufficient... ideology is
present in the text in the form of íts eloquent
silences, its slgnificant gaps and fissures.4s

The 'metaphysical closure', grafted over the gap between

spiritual sickness and spiritual quest, points to a potential
rupture in the ideology without offerlng judgenent or solutioni
the very assonance of "seke"/"seeke" 'underlines',49 by íts
apparent (to the senses) absence of dissonance, the problen of

aehieving or maintainlng in the 'reality' of thê plJ-grimage the

same congruity between ideology and sensory experience that the

artifice of language can offer. The syntactically ordered

"whan...thanne" ís anothêr fulfllled, end-determined sequence

easily achieved in language. 'ReaL' ordêr soon fragÞents,

however. The potential failure of closing the gap between "seke"

and "seeke" is realized immediately, as the Bpiritual goal (the

"bllsful nartir" ) is supplanted by the worldly goal (th€ best

tale), and the unidirectional splrltual journey to the shrlne

and to the "Jerusalem celestial" becomes circumscrLbed within
the earthly circular Journey back to the Tabard Inn.
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4.The Hetonymic luner Structure: Dissona¡ce

The polarities of 'sickness' and , seeking, seem perversely

to draw the Pilgrímage in just the wrong dírection to fulfilt
its 'desire'("Longen"): the order of procession, 1ed by the bag-

pípe, symbol of concupiscence, and cLosed by "Come hider love to
me" indicates that "whan" men are "priked" by the compelling

earthly "¡nelodye", "thanne" the justice (Summoner) and mercy

(Pardoner) which follows is spiritually empty, llke the "melodye

and stif bourdon" vrith no inner harmonies. In a second palinode,

the narrator responds to an even shorter-witted narrator, who

has unknowingly revealed that spiritual devotion is hopelessly,

if humourously, J.irnited, when "Goddes foyson" is confined to
earthly joys:

An housbande shel nat been inquisltyf
Of Goddes prfvetee, nor of his wyf.
So he may fynde Goddes foyson ther,
Of the remenaunt nedeth nat enquire. (L3163-66)

After the very fírst tale, the ,seeking, lmpetus of pilgrinage
( "inquisityf", "fynde", "nedeth", "enquire" ) is cornplacently

negated ( "nat", "nor", "nat" ) . The unbridgeable distinction
between the signifleds of each word, "seke" and "seêke", thus

represents in a couplet the "crisis" s0 of the incompatibility
of belief and conduct in late Medieval society.

The serles of ta1es, although contained withln a Gothic

superstructure, gives as much (many would argue more) attentLon

to this Ìinitation ln its congregants as it does to the holistic
grandeur of Lts outèr design. Contention and disjunctíon are
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magîified in vrhat Helen Cooper has called a "themes and

variations" development of "a potentiatly infinite series of
perspectives and qualifications".sr The process of proliferatíon
of perspectives is analogous to the (metonymic, insistence of
Iack and desire which Lacan borrowed from Iinguistics. In his
conparison of literary style and linguistic tendencies, Ronan

Jakobson describes the effect of metonymy on the reader:

The reader is crushed by the nultiplicity of detaiL
unloading on him...and is physically unable to grasp
the whole. 5 2

Jakobson goes on to relate metaphor and metonyny to Sir Ja¡nes

Frazer's "homeopathic" and "contagious" magic respectively. As a

descriptlve too1, the notion of naruative netonyny is
particularly apt for conveying Cooper's sense of incremental and

infinite variation; "multiplieity of detail" and "contagious

magic" describe well the mounting carnivalesque clamour of
interactions which accumulates along the road to Canterbury.

Like theme and variation, 'metonymy' exp.resses basieally
the sa¡ne sense of infinite aceumulatl on-di spl acement as Jordan,s

notion of "additive collocation", with a fine but important

distinction. When applied to the f rame -narrative, the

relationships between (inter) the texts continually add new

level-s of discourse to the work. Unlike the ¡nodel of the
cathedral, with its "Gothic urge for wholes within whoìes",53

each additional tale (in part) displaces the assertion of its
precursor, partly f,epl.acing it with its own differing assertion,
soon to be (in part) qualified or cancelled by the next. Each

supplementary assertion, rathe.r than being "whole" o! "self-
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contained", bears within ítself a potential 1ack, to be filled by

anothêr sinilarly limited supplement. Each component of the whole

Gothic structure, then, and not only the whole, expands to
accom¡nodate precedent as well as consecutive influences. Each

successive tale limits the ones before it, and cautions the ones

that fo1Iow, by demanding re-appraisal of assumptions and

perspectives. Once the process begins, no single addition can be

read or recalled in isolatíon. The eumulatíve result is a far
greater, and less stable, plenÍtude than that of the cathedral .

This "frenzied miming of the abyss"s4 takes as its impetus

the "break-through" in the "space of $¡riting"55 in the exposed

space between "seke" and "seeke. In their subsequent netonymJ-c

progression, the tales qualify, parody, or ,quite, elements in
eaeh other; narrative fallacy and lntrusion effect further
instabillty by preventing a tale from asserting any meaning

separate from both the circu¡nstance of its telling, and the

intertextual milieu. Chaucer's own narratíve stancê, when it is
present, of an admiring reporter of facê (,mLrror-stage') values,

undercuts any atternpt at an authorítative perspectLve. In its
"dramatic confllct working up to a decision",56 authorltaÈive
decisíon in the Canterburv Tales is continually deferred.

The hierarchic ordering of the openLng, for exa$ple, is
reconsidered in the "Knight's TaIe" in a totally new context and

setting. There, the "worthy" ideal of order is reaffirmed, but

at great expense to its integrity and tenability. Although the

tale's form reiterates the ratlonal ordering of divine
creation,5? and although the structural forces converge repeatedly
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and ultimately upon Theseus in a manner that calls attention to
the artificê, the "lapses"58 effected by the na¡ratl-on are silent
gaps whích threaten to bríng down the structure.

Theseus himself as a structu¡a1 device, introduced always

within the tale as an abrupt chance appearance, conveys a view of
destiny ¡¡hich is arbitrary and inscrutable and unordered, rather
than the ideal microcosmic reflection of a rational "high

entente". He is consistently the cause of disruption within his
own rea1m, hacking and hewing and bathing that representatíve
"selve grove, swote and greene" (I.2860) with blood, not
renewing "Iicour", and inviting the disharmony of Mars and

Aphrodite to rengender' new destruction. The Knight's Tale is in
this way repres€ntative of the entire series of tales in its
precariously balanced order: enclosed in a structural framework

which spells order and harmony of part to whole, the inner
eontentions consistently seek, through their own energies and

rnomentum, to desert the hierarchic "feyre chaine". The Knight

unknowingly 'quites' the ordered spring opening by introducing
and then ceremoniously amptlfying the discord of human love, and

then by precipitatlng disorder in the pílgrimage. His oç¡n tale of
order is 'quited' by the further contentíons and dlsorderly

'quiÈings' of the Mlller and Reeve. The Knight,s fictional vision
of unity, order, and finality ls thus presented against the

actuality of disorder, discont,inuity, and unpredi ctabil ity in the

'real life' of the pilgrimage.

The ensuing two f ict,ions qualify the Knight's fictional
çro¡ld as v¡eII: the ethereal Emitye pales before the Mlller's
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tactile Alisoun; that delightfully humourous view of human lusts
becomes, from the Reeve's "roten" perspective, "as digne as wate¡

in a dich" (I.3964). The poetic justlce that ends the Miller,s
TaIe, although just as disruptive as the planetary justice in the

Knight's TaIe, is not veil-ed, nor casual , and therefore seêms as

refreshingl-y logical and natural" as its characters, though stlll
not controlled. This partly corrêctive perspective is immedíateIy

re-viewed and supplanted: justice in the Reeve's Tale becomes a

nasty, controlled revenge.

Charles Muscatine notes that "Chaucer has a passion for
relatíonships " . 5 s As each nêw tale partially alters and re-
focuses into neer relationships parts of the opening the¡nes of
creatíon-order- justice , we can see Chaucer extracting and

developing related sub-theroes: the question of cosmic order, for
examplè, modul-ates to related questions of domestic pov¡er,

dominance, and subjection. The tales multiply and fraÊÌnent the

initial ideal order into rrultl-faceted relationships which gather

and disgerse at certain 'focal polnts' of particular force -the

Ifuight, the l{lfe of Bath, the Pardoner, the Nun's Priest, the

Canon's Yeoman.

The llif e of Bath, like the Knlght, has provoked widely

varied, contradíctory conmentary and interpretation; the focal
points thenselves are not stablê entl-ties. Hor¡ very mueh tnore

complex it becomes to morally evaluate her positlon as a v¡oman,

1i¡nited by medieval patriarchal textual 'auctorite',80 when her

'experience' is placed in dlscourse with the alternatives of

Custance and of Griselde, who, Ln splte of (or because of) thelr
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moraL perfection, find the¡nselves in one way or another in the

same tragic, unfulfilled state of subjection and / or

chiLdLessness. Is Dorigen in the end any less subject to a

husband's 'maistre' than the Wife, or than Griselde? Can we

judge her subjugating vow innocent of intent, after the

disjuncture between oal.}:,/ intent in the Friar,s TaIe? Does

Virginia's virginity and submission not see$ a senseless wastage

of such perfection when stripped of its (albeit senseless)

Biblical vow altogether, and placed in dLscourse wíth these other

heroines? Does resuming of the missing divine trappings

conpletely dismiss these imperfections in the ideal when we read

the Legend of St Cecilia? How do we view and re-view thj.s male

ideal of female perfeetion in the light of the Merchant's mockery

of marriage, and of the ideal of 'gentilesse' expressed first ín

the "lfife of Bath's Tale", and then the Manciple's? How do we

respond to any of these cocky husbands after Chauntecleer? And

where do we place Theseus' uLtlmate divine order when we read

the juxtaposed tragic visíons of the Monk and the Nun's Priest?
The Nun's Priest's TaJ.e foeuses this accunulated question

and posits its own 'Justice' and 'order'. The law of Bayard

governs here: to survive one must disregard and nisinterpret
authorial wisdom in order to bring the desired goal ( "seke" -it
seems far-off and forgotten by no?r) into accord with the

spiritually "seeke" needs of one's nature:

MuÌier est homlnis confusio -tllomnan is mannes joye and al his blis' (VII.3164-66)
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Chauntecleer is living proof of the proverb, in his ,confusío, of
its meaning, and in his imprudent .joye, of Pertelote (whose name

means 'confusio,6l ). Blind capitulatíon to worldly vanities
brings Chauntecleer to tragic end and back again, thanks to the

similar tendencies in his fellow cr€ature, the fox, The urge to
speak forth is the cause of both his I'a11, and then of his
Salvation. With the Nun's Priest's illuminating "moralite", we

approach the closing sequence of taLes with complete disjucture
betvreen word and wor1d, 'confusio' and 'blis,, and with all the

stability, predictability and tauctorite' of the House of Fame.

5. Closure a¡rd E:<lt

It is frorr this vantage of absurdlty that vre view the final
tales. I{e arrive at the last fictional and highly rhetorl-cal tale
of truth-teJ.Iing with vestiges of Chauntecleer,s and the

Pardoner's disregard for an of,dained hierarchy between thought,

word, and deed, matched with an accumulation of characters

ordering and nanipulating (auctorítee' and rhetoric, and/or being

rnanipulated by it, and prefaeed by a powerful stateroent, in the
"Canon's Yeoman's Ta1e" (the very titl€ defers responsibility
twice) of the fascinatlng and tempting power of creatlvity. The

shoxt and slmple "Manciple's Tale" is heard, then, amidst thi.s

overload of lntertextual utterances r.¡hlch nagnify it
immeasurably, As readers we are situated again ln the snarmingi

House of Rumour and asked to discri¡ninate "soth from fals",
first in a fictlon, and then in the final review of the entirety
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from a new and pre-eminent perspective which dernands fror¡ us a

wilfulI cancellation of not part, but all that r¡ent before it.
Recently it has been suggested62 that these final tales

beeome Less dramatically real as more attention is given the

rhetoric of the teller. This is txue to a point, but keeping in
mind that the tellers are themselves fictional, thelr
accelerating dramatic interaction with one another works in one

sense to increase their own dramatLc realism, alÈhough the tales
may in fact be subordinate to their rhetorical presences. The

fictions of the tales, the furthest remove in narrative
distance,6s afford less and Iess imaginative escape (for the

telLer) from the 'reality' of the pilgrímage.

There is an urgency, bordering upon hysteria and

desperation, informing the Seeond Nun's obsession with words and

works, and the Canon's Yeoman's similar obsession, and failure,
to "conclude". "Eschatological haste"s{ adds to the taIes,
precipitous nature as the pllgrims reach the journey's end: one

soul (the Canon) is lost; there is a "desperatê confession";85

the Host, Cook, and Manciple re-enact the Judgement scenes of the

thief - in-the-nightÊ € and He1l's Mouth.6? This drlve in the final
tales is characterized by multiple transformations : successful

spiritual transformatLon (Second Nun's); falled alche¡nical

transformaùion (Canon's Yeoman's); v¡hiteness to blackness, and

"cleere voys" to silence (Manciple's) ; and finally, mortal

sinner to penitent ( Retractions ) . In the last flctional ta1e, the

speaker of truths is 'deconstructed' , feather by feather, and

dispatched "to the deviI", like the Cook (through Hell's Mouth)
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and the Canon ( "the foule fiend hin secche,'), and the
instruments of musical interprêtation.

In the "Manciple's Tale" the incongruities and varieties of
gênres, themes, and perspectives are twisted together into a

bitterly destructive irony. Phebus ApolLo, to ¡¡hom the Dreamer

had appealed for guidance in the House of Fa¡ne (1093-1100), fal1s
miserably and utterly. Like Chauntecleer, he accom¡lodates the

demands of the ç¡orld to the demands of truth by wilfuL setf-
delusion. Here, silence is proclaimed agalnst "janglerye" in a

similar torrent of rhetoric, but the hunour of the incongruity
is lost to a sneering cynicism.

Has the Fun-House of Fame beco¡ne the Prison-House of
Language?88 Earlier in his career, Chaucer would have perhaps

delighted in ending his canon with the perfeet Chauntecleerian

harmony of a long-wínded exhortation to brevity from the

barnyard, informed by the unauthenticating 'auctoritee, of the

House of Fame. The "Nun's Priest's Ta1e" would have reasserted

the Mill-er's unwitting equating of "Goddes pryvetee" and "eryf ",

and so ended the Canterburv Tales with a humourous disregard for
the hierogamy posited in its opening Iines -a typically
Chaucerian sllent exposurê of ineonpleteness of vision.

With the "Manciple's Tale", however, the amused potential of
the House of Fame' s is "stomped upon" and sil-enced wlth

finality. This silence adr¡its no sub-text of eJ.oquence, no

"breathing-space",6s It clears the air of "tydings" and prepares

the reader for the "peyne to speke of God"; like Augustlne, the

poet "withdraws the services of his tongue fron the language
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markets"?o of poetíc discourse to speak i.n prose. That the
"pilgrims hear ít out unmur¡l¡uring"? 1 only adds to the dead

silence surrounding the final fragment.

The Parson offers both reader and pitgrim a recapítulation
and re-assertion of the hierarchic harmony outlined in the

openíng of the work. ln his (non-)tale, the "seeke" aspect of
mankind is expressed ontologieally as a derangenent of that
divine order, and a negation of reaJ.ity which violates not merely

a code of conduct, but the purpose and structure of creation

itsel f :

And ye shal understonde that in mannes synne is every
manner of ordre or ordinaunce turned up-so-doun. /Fot lt
is sooth that God, and Resoun, and sensualltee and the
body of ma¡ been so ordeyned that everich of thise
foure thynges sholde have lordshipe over that oother/as
thus: God sholde have l-ordshipe over resoun, and resoun
over sensualitee, and sensualltee over the body of
man./But soothJ.y, when man synneth, aI this ordre or
ordinaunce is turned upso-doun. (X.260)

Baldwin finds that the "Parson's Ta1e" realigns the

earthliness of the pilgrímagê by lifting each pilgrim to
momentary contact with the spiritual . For Jordan, the Parson,s

Tale is both "paradigm" and "apotheosis", synboLlcally and

architectonical Iy . For Lawlor, the tale provides, finally,
Christian version of Theseus' speech. "72 Yet for many other

readers, the final transformation of the poet seems mole 'up-so-
doun' than the disorder which the Parson identifies in the

pilgrimage. Is a Christian version of Theseus' speech sufficient
for " apotheosis " ?

The accumulated force of both the sy¡nbolic and the dramatie

drives to apocalyptic closure see¡üs to outi{eigh the attempts to
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reduce the "Parson's TaIe" and "Retractions" to parody and

irony, and at the same time challenges Jordan,s assertion that
"the transformation is sudden - coning wíthout preparation,,.? â

In subjeeting the Parson to the same ironic deflatíon as

"Chaucer's wlndy eag1e" , ? { the alternate readings do not

eonvi.ncingly resolve the dissonance in the reader,s experience

of the final fragment, even though they may demonstrate that ít
ought not exist. Similar problems arise from Robertsonian

readings which explain that aII "endltynges of worldly vanitees"

are intended rea11y to support, not subvert "oure doctrine".
This "entente" would obviate any need for retracting such an

obLlging "pars pro toto" of the "aedificiun scripturae".7 5

If Chaucer had intended an ironíc closure, surely he could

have equalled or bested Boccaecio by 'misdening' the convention

of retraction in a more 'ChaucerLan', Iíve1y manner.?6 If he had

wishêd a spiritually uplifting "apotheosis", surely he coul-d

have been as celebratory in his ending as he was in his
beginning, Our shock and disrnay at the Retractlons arises in part

fron a most unprepared, uncharacteri st ic authoríal gesture:

Chaucer renoves his rnask to ¡¡ake an authoritative choLce from

the multiple perspectives available. The gesture is unconvincíng

because although fro¡n one perspective (the outer structural frame

of beginning and ending) the "Retractions" participate fully ln
a movement along a 'metaphoric axis' tov¡ards an unambLguous

moral closure, from the cumuLatlve and ¡oultifarious perspectives

of the niddle, the largest part of the temporal reading

experíence, the "Retractions" appear to be a sudden braking of
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an endless forward impulse along the tmetonymic axis,. The

dissonance dernonstrates that the " transf orrnation " is a collision
rather than a collusion between the two structural axes.

Chaucer's 'metonymic' strategy insists upon the endless flux of
temporality; the 'metaphoric' strategy figures the senpiternal .

The two simultaneous perspectives are as irnpossible to reconcile
during the reading experience as they are ín 1ife.

The disJunction between the two perspectives becomes aetual

for the reader as he is wrested from the flctions along with the
poet: the Muses are effectively banished, and "the whole play

world collapses",?7 Iike Prospero's illusion. The reader's
profound dísappoinÈment attests to his ,pleasure, in the "vast

stereophany"? I created by the tales, especially in those

"endytynges of wordly vanitees". Recognizing this willing self-
delusion in the reader, John Locke stated that

EÌoquence, like the fair sex, has too prevailing
beauties in it to suffer ltself to ever be spoken
against. And it ls in vain to find fault with those
arts of deceivíng wherein rûen find pleasure to be
deceived.7I

The reader had a difficult time ehoosing between two opposing

views to¡.rard "worldly vanítees" presented in such ambivalent

disarray in the palinode to lroilus. Many have felt that In spite
of the final renunciation there, the poem's "eloquence", Ilke the

fair sex it both celebrates and laments, "has too prevaiLing

beauties in it" to be convincingly renounced. Did Chaucer

finally, in the Canterburv Ta1es, find it tineJ-y to speak

unequivocal.Iy against those arts of deceiving?
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If there is an ironíc readíng of Chaucer,s closure, ít
speaks perhaps through the .splitting, or ,graft, in his
structures: the "Retractions" say one thing; their structural
p¡esence means another. Profane fictions have led the reader to
a suddên recognition of spirítual '1ack,. I{e partícipate in the

impossibility, and not thê achievement, of the divinely ordered

ideal . The connotative significance of the "Retractions" is
Perhaps only one more added supplement,8o but structurally the

authorítative statement serves to better define the ,gap' in
human understanding and endeavor whieh had exlsted in the forrn of
a siLent dissonance from the velly beginning, This final
disjunctlon concLudes the inítiaI ,longing, with the gap between

"seke" and "seeke" yawning hugely, and beckoning to the reader,
paradoxlcalLy, to resun¡e rather than to end the quest,

Arnold Hauser describes a late Gothic .play, of "the

reroainder"Sl betr+een artist and reader:

there ls ahrays somethíng left over for the spectator
or reader to conplete. The modern artist shrinks from
the Last word because he feels the ínadequacy of aII
words- a feeling whlch we may say was never experienced
by man before Gothíc tines.82

Chaucer has indicated eloquently and subtly, through the
disnantling of his seductive fíctions, that there Ls a ,gap, of
understandLng betvreen "Goddes pryvetee" and "Goddes foyson", and

that at some point one must attêmpt, however insufficíently, to
enquire of "the remenaunt" ( " soroething Ieft over"). The palinode

through which he does this is, by convention, a break from what

Derrj.da eaLls the "structurality" that "woul,d linit... the play

of the structure".83 Faced with the sudden liberation from the
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rul-es of the game, the reader may once again choose to engage in
the free-play of 'undecidables' : skeptlcism and fídeisn;
'sickness' and 'seeking'; 'Iack' and 'desire,.

As always with Chaucer, the reader is left to supplement

the gap as he chooses, with Chaucer,s proviso: "Bl_ameth nat tne

if that ye chese anys".
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CEÂPIER IV

EIf IT FIll{-EOtlSE: Closu¡e in paterson

1, Introduction

In one of many re-iterated assåys at finality, T.S.ElLot
concludes erearlly: "There ls no end but addltlon,.. ".1 lnvoklng
the voices of medleval writers to âsslst his struggle towards

affirnation, E1íot Iooks wlth nostalgia to the metaphysical

closure of the past. Hls modernlst quest subscrlbes to å conmon

twentieth century (erroneous) assumptíon; that back in the

unenllghtened certitude of the mlddle ages, wrlters percelved ân

unbroken and unquestioned eontinuity between the pagan beginning,

and the Christian eschatological ending, of the quest for
philosophícal truth, and that poets would have rejoiced, perhaps

Iike Theodore of Chartres, ln thelr privileged place ln the

tradit ion :

We are dwarfs seated on the shoulders of the anclents
as on the shouLders of glants. If we see moxe farther
than they, it is not because of the penetratlon of oursight, nor of our grandèur; lt Is because we âre
elevated by them, and borne to a gigantíc heigh¡.2

Chaueer, too, gave tribute to the wisdom of the "giants":
And if olde bokes were away
YLoren were of remembrance the keye (LGW.G.25-26)

ff "remernbrance" was Chaucer's "key" to the past, lt ls one that
he wielded with full appreciation for present limitation:

For weL l wot that folk han here-beforn
Of makyng ropen, and 1ad away the corn
And I cor¡e after, glenynge here and there (tGI{.G.61-63)å

But the urge to contåln or to unseat the "glants" becomes an

"antagonism" 1n modern poetry: El1ot apÞroprlates the entlre
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Tradition lnto his Wasteland; Wall.ace Stevens relegates its worn

images to The Dump.

I{i11iam Carlos W111iåms descrlbes this ,,antagonlsm,, as a

paradox of enslavement and Iiberatíon:
There 1s ân antâgonlsn between the ages. Each äge
wishes to enslave the others...To read, whlle we aie
imbibing the wlsdom of the âges, v¡e a¡e at the sarnetime imbibing the death...the enslaving rudeness of the
ages . 'l

Like every poet obllged to "come after, gÌenynge,,, Wil1iams,
"Sniffing the trees/ Just another dos/ âmong a lot of dogs,,(B),

is faced wlth a pre-exlstent multlpllcity of textual and

intertextual "tydinges". By the tv¡entieth century, the cumulative

clutter of "lde1 thoghte" generated by six centuries of
individual talents would present a fornidable over-crowding to
any poet venturing Into the Fun-House of Fane for insplration.
Any 'poetrlå nova' whlch vrould seek to reJuvenate or "comb" the

amassed over-abundance of " shagg:y dlscourse"s must confront,
parenthet ical Iy, the rock-soIid "1íps" of the Tradltion:

( llhat common language to unravel?
combed into straight lines

from that rafter of a rock,s
]ip. ) (7)

I,iilLiams' response to the "glants" is not so much a

modernist sigh of belatedness as a probing of, and a response to,
the same dllemma of e¡rlt1ng./ memory / kno¡vledge confronted by

P1ato in the Phaedrus: once renìoved fron the origln of dlalectic
discourse, the lssues under examlnåtion lnevltably aÞpear to be

indelible, Just as Chaucer dlscovered them, "writen ln bras',

v¡ithin a "temple ymad of gfas''. The knov¡Iedse enbodled in the
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"tydinges" of the past appears flxed and sure, and access seems

perfectly transparent:

For the beginning is assuredly
the end - since we know nothing,pure
and simple, beyond
our own complexities. (5)

Eor Wi1l1ams, as for Chaucer, "remembrance,' 1s a '.keye,' to
renewed vitality:

Memory is a kind
of accompl i shment

a sort of renewal

an initiation, sínce trr" -p.!l!"it opens are ne?tplaces (77)

and true knowledge embodies no "mythical end":

Knowledge is not at the end of the deductlon but ln
each phase of it and everywhere.6

To open the "spaces" for the "new dlalect"? requlres the "break

through all preconceptlon of poetlc form and mood and påce,'.g

Again, the question arlses, does this ,unbindlng, of language

liberate or conflne; does the poet,s key of remembrance unlock
the mind for renonstrance, or does each poet, s âttempt to
"cleanse the words of the trlbe"s lock him lnto a closed
solipsistic circuit, whe¡e the poet finds hinself

Caught (ín mind)
besíde the water. . .

But discovers, sti11, no syllable ln the confused
uproar: mlsslng the sense (thoush he trles) untâughtbut l1stenlng, shakes wlth the lntensity of hlsIistening ( 81)

Like E11ot, Wllliams is "câught" ln a preoccupation wlth
personal beginnlngs; "To make a start" is an inslstent leltmotif
in Paterson which, in its repetitíon, at once asserts and negates

the desire to "find":
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I nrust
find rry meaning and lay it, whlte,
beside the sliding water: rnyself -
comb out the language - or succurnb (14S)

Medíevalis¡n seems to offer Wllllâü¡s, as lt did Eliot, a poetic
closure of slabillty and permanence agalnst thls endless
"sliding". But for WllÌIams, the volces from the past are a

compelling, but ultlrnately unavallab1e, alternative. He seeks a
new poetlcs of the present, to be derlved from a re-traclng of
the poetlc act frór¡ lts ori.gins, but s¡lthout the nostalgla for a

Ìost plenitude assumed to exist there at the source.

This chapter w111 examlne the task as Wllllams outLlned it
for hlmseLf 1n his "Author,s Note" to paterson, and as he fail.ed
to complete 1t v¡lthln hls prescrlbed four-book structure. Måny

readers percelve 1n Books I to IV a constånt dlsintegration of
purpose, "composltion and deco¡nposltlon" (75). For some, Book V

is a welcone reallgnment of the frustrating indeflnlte cLosures

of the precedlng four books; for others, it ls si¡nply "no end,

but addltlon"; more "non-sequentlal babble"ro whlch the appeal to
medieval art falLE to tåme l_nto a unlty. The poem, weavlng and

playing with Its float of dlsconnected materiaLs, takes the
reader through a "confused uproar" of egisodes which "jostle" for
the reader's favours llke the dlsorderly "tydlnges" in the House

of Fame.

2. Reading'A¡ti-poetlcally'
"Missing the sense ( though he trles)" ls the essence of the

reading experlence for many readers of Paterson. Bombarded by a

ðj-zzyíng assortment of hlstory and flctlon in the form of
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letters, newspaper cJ.ippings, conversations, archives, Iyric
interludes and prose, in which

the formal surface of the poem is fractured
repeatedly. . . tines åre fraEmented, pâges arefragmented, sectlons are fragmented. , . even the poen
itself is a fragment, for wlth å sixth book proJecled,
it remains unfinished.l l ,

and with no "frends" emerglng from the resultlng ,,Jig-saw',,12 the
reader is at a loss to "book" this elusive text. In a lgb2 review
of "the discordant babble of Paterson", Joseph Bennett l¡rites:

His 'poetÌy' is headless and footless...åny part of
Paterson can be tåken out and put elsewhere ln the
Poem. 13

Williams' "deslen on the general structure of Chaucer,s

Canterburv Tales"r4 ellmlnates the authenticatlng devices of
narrative presence and sequence, whlch, aLthough artiflclal and

amblguous in the , nafntalned enough of a sense

of structure and control to upset the reader when Chaucer

disrnantled them, Paterson Þresents a contlnuous overflowlng of
detail, and no bullt-ln systen for selectlon or subordination.
Historical detaIl is wrenched out of context and added to the
f1ow, so that the past, and in fact the "authority" of a1I "other

centers" (36) but the local and the particular, is reJected in an

'anti-poetic'1s whlch "turns to the local as a centerress center,
and rediscovers the 'joy' of Neitzschean invention. "16

Buildine upon this Neitszchean afflrmation, Derrlda
describes the lnfinlte posslblllties of ,p1ay, ç¡hich accompanies

a "rupturing" of the idea of the center:

The absence of the transcendental signified extends the
domain and play of slgnlficatlon tnflnlteLy...Play lsthe dlsruptlon of presence...the Joyoug afflrnatlon of
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ã world of siÉns without fault, v¡ithout t¡uth, and
without origin. . .And it plays without security...but
aLso vrith a glance toward. .. the formless, nute,infant, and terrifying form of monstrosity.l ?

The world of Paterson is populated with all kinds of
"rnonstros ities " seeking remonstrance. Reports of ,,wonders,'

interlace with reports of violence and natural disaste¡, neurotic
letters of reproach, J.yrica] refl.ections of despair, and a

continuous metacommentary about the problems of poetic creation.
The modern fun-house is less 'fun' than the medieval one, and

presents the reader with the same difficulty of (eoncretizing,l s

its gaps.

Resolving indeterminacies becomes, as in the House of Fame,

an effort by the reader to make the text conform to his own

ideals of relevance and synthesis. Randall Jarre11, who Lauded

Paterson I as "a long poem which doesn,t stick to one subject,
but which unifiès a dozen", and who compared its design to the

fugal development of themes in music,ls by Book IV found that he

couLd no longer foLlow the themes, and condemned the "who1e poem"

as "organization of irrelevance".20 teslie Fiedler criticized the
poem's "transitions. . . irreLevances, cornplete)-y out of the poem, s

time, assaij-ing its fictive integrity".21 Frank Thompson, in his
analysis of "The Symbolic Structure", concluded:

The concept, 'poem' , is thus foreign to the poem, s
structure. . . The poem is supposed to synthesize the
opposites of the folloçríng dualisms...we must conclude
what is a well-worn critieal judgernent. . . it fails
utterlY . 2 2

The frustration and inadequacy of such imposed expectations is
inevitable with any search for the completely coherent pattern of

meaning for the poetn; 'failure' presumes a conventional
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orÊlånization of "what is necessary and econonical in terms of the
whole structure". 23

As with Chaucer, when confronted with such baffling
polyvalency, readers are often drÍven outside the text to find a

desired meaning and purpose. In a recent study, for example,

Kathleen Matthews offers an allegorical reading of !gçþggg94 as a
"covert satíre" of the American literary scene.24 Although the

satiric allusions add to the fabric of the text, they rlo more

provide an integrity or overall unity for Paterson than Dante,s

Commedia díd for the House of Fame. In fact, the numerous parodic

inelusions, rather than rewarding the symbol-hunting reader with
interpretive insight, eompound the opacity of the text with a

highly visible intertextual network, where each detail offers a

point of departure for several nev¡ directions of interpretation,
and these in turn refer backward to other associations.

The surface of the poem, then, presents a confusing clutter
of "ideas" and "things" which teases the reader into ,scratching,

and 'digging' for submerged meaning with whlch to corroborate

l'lilliams' dictun, "No ideas but in thíngs". Both reader and poet

Scratch front and back.
Deceive and eat. Dig
a musty bone. (3)

Connecting the surface network itseLf into a neaningful whole is
even Less rewarding: the "things" which deterrnine the "ideas" are

as èlusive as thè "ùhynge" drawing the dreamer through Chaucer,s

dream-visions, and although the connections between "things" are

often available to the discerning reader, closing the gap between

"thing" and "idea" is no ¡oore successful than Tim Crane's attempt
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to brídge the chasm of the Passaic. In Paterson, rpoetíc,

assunptions of symmetry, center, and metaphoric association are
discarded for "the anti-poetic...a dis-association" . z 5

Illogical episodic association is not itself an

insurmountable problem. Most readers recognize in paterson,s

"dis-associative" interplay of details a ,poem of the mind,,26

and are prepared to receive the i.nterlacing of its f j.oating

fragments as the workings of the human inagínation.z? According
to Margaret Bollard, the "interLace pattêrn in paterson,,, Iike
that in Beowulf, assists in keeping "atemporal associative
patterns" wj.thin "the J.arger design of the poem".2s But in the

'pre-epic',29 unlike the epic, "the larger design" appears to be

nothing more than the arbitrary accumulation of detail. The

problem in this 'poenr of the mind, arises from a reader,s
traditional conception of "the F reudian./A¡nerican notion of the
ego" as "an agênt of synthesis, mastêry, íntegration, and

adaptation. "30 The complex interweaving of detail in paterson

does not synthesize into a complete and comprehensÍble integrlty,
but remains f1uid, like Paterson,s disordered thoughts whieh

"interlace, repel, and cut undêr" (106), but never come to rest
at signification.

WiÌl-ia¡ns' 'anti-poetic, style is similar to Lacan's:

utterances. . . seeds seattered anong the tho¡ns oftradiÈional philosophy and psychology, in no ?ray
lending themselves to anything resemb!.ing cLosure. âl

His poera is a close rendering of tacan, s unconscious process as

it is manifested in dreams, in the speaking subject, and, by

extension, in the text:
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ALongside the divergíng threads leading from each
detail to a store of latent ideas, the¡e exist
diverging threads which go from the latent ideas to the
rnanif est ín sueh a way that a single 1atent idea is
represented by several detaíls in the manifest.
Fina11y, a complex network of crisscross threads
forms...the links inside this network operate through
the processes of metaphor and metonnny.32

David Hurry notes that the surface of Paterson, where

"assocíations se€m to play. . . in accordance vrith chance

similarities and connections " , is precisely hovr dreams are

structured.33 His procedure for lnterpretation focuses upon what

Freud described as the "lacunary" naturê of conscious discourse:

At certain prívileged poínts. . .language seems to be
torn apart... ft then a1lows pure speech -the
unconscious- to break through, usuaJ-ly in a veiled and
incornprehens ible f orm. aa

The Freudian approach, however, treats the "lacunae" as

something like a Derridean 'graft' or dissonant opening into the

workings of the conscious speaking subject, and lt is here that
Lacan's revision of Freudian analysis is helpful to literary
analysis. Paterson as speaking subject frees itself of a

consistent center of controlllng consciousness; Dr.Paterson as

epic hero is a continually shiftíng " antí -representatl-onal voice

that defies ídentity", 3 5 "asymmetrica]1y co-present" ,3 6 like
Lacan's unconscious speaking subject,

The 'anti-poetic' of Patêrson åttempts to "Ioosen the

attention", bring the poen into "one p1ane" of several non-

privileged perspectives, v¡here Paterson sirrply "occupies paf,t of
the field".3? This 'field' allows no foreground or background:

the poem attenpts to locate itself, like a dream, on a síngle
plane of a continuously disconnected present, whêre the only
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'temporal' structuring is an arbitrary choice of the glance.

Whatever detail attracts the ,Eiaze,3g fírst, constitutes the
temporal beginning of the dream; the temporal rorde¡, which

ensues is a function only of the associations effected by

'dispJ-acement' and (condensation', r¡hich fan out from this
arbitrary center.

In this free-play of speaking subjects, the Lacanian dream

is "neither a vast metaphor nor the stage performance of an

underlying theme. "3s ¡,lthough Hurry,s Freudian analysis assists
in inscribing tneaning to disparate eÞisodes, a tacanian

analysis of the dreaming proeess is perhaps a preferred method of
positing any sense at aI1 of structural logic for the
" incomprehens ible form" of the poêm. Just as in the }Iouse of Fame

Ít was less important to interpret each appeal to authoríty,
than to discover that a series of such appeals f ormed a

consistent pattern, so ín Paterson, lacking as it does even the

sequentiality of the House of Fame, symbol - interpretation
produces nothing more than an illogical collection of
slgnificant, rather than insignifícant, fragnents. But by

following the unconscious rmapping'40 of the drea¡ning psyche, a

Iogically consistent pattern does emerge from Paterson: the po€m

enacts a repeated 'falf into language, ín which the original
'spJ.it' of the self, initiates

the progressive dlscordance between the ego and the
being. . . a cycle of attenpts at reso}ving this
discordance by consum¡¡ating 1t.. . rnarked by a
transcendence, a no¡mative sublimation of desire,
corollaries of a destruction.4l
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Within the "progressive discordance" of Paterson, the
dream-Iike, 'interpretable' parts, those identified by Hurry,

stand out eonspicuously as "marks of transcendence" because of
their metaphoric "creative spark":42 the sleeping giant, the

descent, the fire, the sea, the Unicorn. These points of
metaphoric rcondensation' punctuate the dream-field of metonymíc

' di spJ. acements ' , They participate in an endless "cyc1e" of
"progressive díscordance", "marked" by fluctuatÍng states of
di s sonance,/ consum¡nation .

B . The Fall into L.àr¡gua€3€

WilLiams' dissonant tanti-poetic' is a departure fro¡n what

Wallace Stevens called "the huge high harmony" of "the essential
poem at the center of things", ln which the image of the

consummete self was itself
a giant on the horizon.. .

At the center on the horizon, concêntrum, grave
And prodigious person, patron of origins.a3

This 'poetic' imagination could project a connectedness with the

"giants", like Theodore of Chartre's, to both a past and a future
"patron of origins". Stevens insists upon the 'idea of the book,,

centered around "a fíxed point of view":

To fidget wíth points of view leads always to new
beginnings, and j.ncessant nelr beginnings Ieads to
steriIitY.l4

For llillla¡os, continuity and center are the illusions of the

autoteLic poen; the "Ioca1", both temporally and spatially,
ensurês vitality, not stêri lity:

only the moment is real . The present is the beginning
and it eontains everything: the seed of all life.¿5
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ïn Paterson, "remembrance" is an anti-poetic, anti-cl"osuraL46
questíng, through "incessant new beginnings", not towards a pre-

Iapsarian poínt of wholeness and regeneration, but to a point of
dissonant "misconception", and then back to the present:

r^¡e must go back in established writing... We must go to
the bottom. If we suspect that in past e¡riting, archaíc
forms give... a false cast, we are under an obligation
to go back to that place where the falsity cLings... We
have to dig. For by repeating an early misconception,
it gains acceptance... It has to be rooted out at the
site of its first occurrence.,t?

The 'misconception' at "the site of first occurrence" is the
Lack which opens the poem, figured by the empty space before the

colon: to the left of the colon is the entire tradi.tion of
"established writing"; to the right is the poet,s "reply" -the
italícized agenda, the Preface, and the poem.

i cì Ji)ÈË.¿ pri'!ei :ìprj¡/rjr ::ü¡ltner, f¿JJ àt¡.1 Èh.. :ieä; a ,:(tt?ff :ì-
¡: jr:t¡ri ä aa:rl¡eÈ¡ a i--i)J ¡Ì¡l í a reFl'/ fi? 6re€Á a¡¿'J LaÈ j¡i r,t¿r}¡ fhe
àara ha¡rrir; j a Çai/,'errrrç up; å .€.¿sbrãi-ri?¡¡ i

rr? í j:if t??,:i'lr,€ +ertr:ì,. hy nuI f ¿pJ_¿.Eìt j r'.) ¡? ¡ reo¡çi ji?¡i l- r:r

i)¡¡L¡-j üã-r jrrq; a fåJ,/i f ,h". i.,l p,:tu:¡ rss*rJye,.J j¡r¿i) ê :ian..-Jy :ìJuJ.ae j
Jrr êûfrlrçeÐ pAU:ìS;

/r;r,J put i<:r it¡ €¡r j'Je¡¡ti7 rca*l¡:¡r ä¡/,f ü p_Iã¡? fr)r åf tjiJr/
Èi:r :oupFla¡¡i ,: p.Zari l r ãÈtji)Ii; a *akirrç up i)f :rJ,rËAi a dr:r-

psf -'.ËJ ã¡r'J å t¡€ ¿Ëm{lrphi)-q j-<.

The Oxford English Dictionary descríbes the function of the

co.l-on:

its best defined use is to separate clauses whích are
grammaticalì.y independent and discontinuous, but
betlieen which there is an apposition or sl¡ni1ar
relation of sense.

The poem begins, not with a word, but lrith an inarticulate
gestuxe of both division and continuance, which brings both the

absent and present clauses into mutual syntactic and syntagmatic
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preEence: the opening prêsents a pre-lingUistic, tmirror-stage,

monent of contact and entry ínto the Tradition.
As a conventional representation of inner thought, not

speeeh, italics convey a state çrhare there is yet tro (diff"""n"J

between thought and word, an "exemplary situation" of a ,mirror-

stage' "mythical join between signífíer and signified" . ds The

first paragraph of substantives constitutes a perfect mêtaphoric

replacement, or "gathering up" of the entire poem; Iike the words

of a titIe, the absence of the predieate offers an initial
"exemplary" stiIl point which figures:

the reassuring presence of a stable worl-d, a static
moment in the rush of time...a heuristic encapsulement,
a point of departure .as welL as a point of arrival .{8

The poem's introductory focus on "a local pride", conveys Lacan, s

sense of the initial 'jubilation' or "celebration" of self-
recognition. "A basket", "a gathêring up", give a Êense of
enclosure and security; "a coLumn" adds support. "A confession"

and "a reply" represent a first experience with language that is
balanced and whole -

But the moment is at once a harmony of identification and a

dissonance of differentiation: a primal tsplitting, of subject
and objeet occurs through the inte¡r¡ediary of language:

which wil-1 only rejoln the coning-into-being of the
subject asymptotically, vrhatevêr thè success of the
dialectical syntheses by which he must resolve as I hís
discordance with his olrn reality. s0

In this suspended "pause", dífferentíatlon begins: the "pride" of
individuation is reflected in the sense of "distinctíve" purpose,

of choice from "nultiplicity", of "r€so1ving", and of control
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( "terms", "reduction", "s1uice", "enforced" ) . Attenpt (,,daring,')
and result ("a fall") introduce the díscord nhich existed only as

a potential in the "pride" of replying to the Traditíon ',wíth the
bare hands", and in the "falL", which besides hinting at the fall-
of lcarus ( into the sea), identifíes the problen to be addressed

in the third italic grouping: the incessant lateral sliding of
signifiers. Whereas the "reduction to one" produced an illusory
sense of onêness, the "dispersal" of language begins a process of
dissemination, an endless series of "slack", "action", and

further "action to supplant a plan for action". This metonymic

drive gives rise to endless "metamorphosis", and no further
stability. Thus the cycle of the seasons ls deflected fro¡¡
completion, as the disseminated signifieds of "fall" slide from

the concept of season ínto the associated verbal ídea of falling
(into) the sea.

This instability of the language is at the same time, for
Williams, an antídote to Steven's predicted "sterility": "takínEi

up" the 'remainder' 51 which drives desire from the initial
perceived lack, or "s1ack", assists the poet in his endeavor to
avoid the "apparítion of finality":

Minds like beds always nade up,
(nore stony than a shore) (4).

WiIlíams' inítial "repIy" consists of an endlessly deferríng
¡¡etony¡nic series of inages, each attenpting to convêy the essence

of only a part of the whole poem to fo1low. Each discrete episode

in the poem acts as a similarly non-eontextual , non-tenporal
substantive, separated frosr the next as tf by semi-colon.
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Historical €vents are brought forward to the present in nor¡-

priorized juxtaposition, to form "one planè", on which an

established hierarchíc ordering, or "false cast", can be shuffled
into a "new and unsuspected (dis-)order".52

The italicized passage functions, then, as a prologue

which, like the prologue to the Canterburv TaLes, states the

metaphoric ideal of the quest. Whereas Chaucer .replied, to the

traditional quest lri.th a heightened proJection toward the

transcendent, WiIIiarns announces a poetlcs that wiII gi.ve voice

to the "local". And like Chaucer's prologue, Willlams, eontains

its subversive antithesis: as Chaucer's pilgrims were pulled from

the sacred to the profane, Paterson is drawn from the loca1 to

the transcendent.

The "Preface" to Paterson repeats the 'condensation, or

replacement function of the italicized opening in another

rnetaphoric gesture: in its prêfatory function of "abstract
generalíty", it replaces what Derrida (after Hegel) describes as

the "self-moving activity" of a text Gayatri Spivak explains:
preface/text = signifiez/ sigr.lf íed. . . It is as if. . . the
son or seed (preface or word), caused or engendered by
the father (text or meaning), is recovered by the
father and thus justified. But within this structural
netaphor, DemLda's cry is "dissenination", the seed
that neither inseminates nor is recovered .. .but is
scattered abroad. S 3

The "Preface" as signlfier reflects a harnony of beginnlngs and

ends, son and father, word and neaning, in the metaphor of the

man-city:
the city

the man, an identity - ít can't be
otherwise -an
interpenetration, both ways (3).
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The interpenetration of flowing water and "numbers" (a poet, s

'measure') in the "Preface" figures birth:
rolling up out of chaos,

a níne month' s wonder...

Rolling up, roì.Ìing up heavy with
numbers.

Rolling in, top up,
under, thrust and recoil, a great clatter:
lifted as air, boated, multieolored, a
wash of seas -
from mathematics to partículars-

and re-birth:

...lenews himself
thereby, in additlon and subtraction

. . . divided as the dew
floating nrists, to be. raíned down and
regathered into a river that flows
and encireles (3-5)

But the metaphoric flow bears within it the "rruItípIe seed"

of dissonance that marks the initial spllt of ídentity:
(The multiple seed,

packed tight with detaíI, soured,
is lost in the flux and the mind,
distracted, floats off in the same
scun) (4)

This "thought" (given in parenthesês) "6ubverts" the harmony and

continuity of the "craft" with the knowledge that an original
truth i.s "distracted" and "1ost" forever. It figures the

"misconception", or miscarriage ('sourLng') of the seed, due

perhaps to a "falsity" i.n the craft, which can be meaninglessly

and ignorantly repeated:

...the ignorant sun ( "thê son or seed" )
rising in the slot of
hollow suns risen. , .
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Thls for WiIliams is the "steríIity" which subverts the potential
of the "son or seed":

and the craft,
subve¡ted by thought, rolling up, let
him beware lest he turn to no more than
the writing of stale poems. . .

The openì.ng and the "Preface" of Paterson thus announce the

inception of both lack and desire as the program for the poem.

"RolLing upI", the insistent ç¡ater-¡¡otif of the "Preface", is a

straining towards the imminent birth of an identity. The arrival
at the "paternal metaphor"S{ closes the "Preface" with the
general resolving to the particular:

generally and so to man,
to. Paterson .

so that the poem may then begin, with Book I, to "make a start,
out of particulars and make them general".

4. The Dialectic of D€sirè

The poet, however, is "hard put to lt" to disengage the
"particular" from past and future and "enforce" its location. The

idea of the guest which opens the "Preface" is the first speech-

act of the poem (ít is in quotation narks):

"Rigor of beauty is the quest. But how will you flnd beauty
¡¡hen it is locked in the urind past aII remonstrance? "

In its genitivè construction, the ídea1 , "beauty", is separated

from the manner , or the process of the questing; "rigor" is the
goal , not beauty. This focus sets up expectations of a rigorously
controlled artistry ( !), or at least a rigorous dedication to the

stated foeus, of process. Instead we find that the poet has

allowed his noun "quest" to slide to its related verbal idea of
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seekíng, and the seeking to its te1os, "find", and that the
"rigor" ('exactitude') is blocked by "rigor" (,rigidity,). The

inítíaL focus upon plrocess, defined in the first sentence, Ioses

its direction and "rigor" by the second, v¡here the focus is on

the end. The 'graft' or 'splitting, evident in these differing
connotations of "rigor" ( scrupuJ-ously ,measured, actlon/ rigid
inaction) Iike (pharrnekon' and like , seeke/sike, , opens o¡ .un-

Ìocks' the mind-text for remonstrance. The poem maintains a

dissonant counterpointing between these t$ro opposing principles:
onê movement "forever strains fon¡ard" in ever-present

conc€ntrated effort applíed to the process; the other, "rock-

thwarted", desires to stop, make and end.

Once 'present' as an identity, the thoughts of Paterson the

man-city are related in Book I to the ornni-present water motif,
which has changed fron the futurity of "rolling up" to a dynamic

stasis of continuaf "retake":

Jostled as are the waters approaching
the brink, his thoughts
interlace, repel and cut under,
rise rock-thwarted and turn aside
but forever strain forward -
...Retake later the advance and
are replaced by succeeding hordes
pushing forward. . .
quiet or seem to quiet as at the close
they leap to the conelusion and
fall, faII ln air!...

a fury of
escape d:riving them to rebound..,they
retake their course, thê air fulI...coeval (7-8)
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Paterson remains in a contínualIy present dream-state; his
subjective activity is given the objective form of a

psychomachi a :

. . .EternaLly asleep
his dreams walk about the city where he persists
incognito. Butterflies settle on hi6 stone ear.
Immortal he neither noves nor rouses and is seldom
seen, though he breathes and the subtleties of his

machinat i ons
drawing their substance from the noise of the

pouring river
animate a thousand automatons. Who...
walk outsÍde their bodies.. .

Locked and forgot in their desires - unroused. (6)

"The Delíneaments of the Gíants" rêpeats the "pause" of peïfect

'mirror-stage' reflection between man and city: "He" is
"eternally asleep"; "they" are "autornatons", He "walks about the

cíty"; they "waLk outside their bodies". He "neither moves nor

rouses"; thêy ¡emain "unroused". He persists incognito"; "They

walk incommunicado":

Inside the bus one sees
his thoughts sitting and standing. his
thoughts alight and scatter -
Who are these people. . .

They walk incommunicado
. . . -that they may live
his thoughÈ is listed in the Telephone
Directory - (9)

For a lro¡nent, "idea" and "thing" are one, in Paterson's

personífied thoughts: he is thinking about the people; the people

are his thoughts. But ln this metaphorLc unity, the contents of

the thoughts (the signifieds) are repressed: "Who are these

people?" They exist as Listed nanes, divorced from their
identíties.
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The netaphoric mode, in its tendency to effect consummation

of desire, seeks continually to (faire un) in Paterson ( "a

reduction to one"). The moments of union are non-Iinguistic,
rather than pre-linguistic, however, and the quietude is an

"enforced" pause, a lack of consciousness, not pre-

consciousness " : "incognito", " ineommunicado " , "unroused",

"automatons", "locked", portray a succumbíng to Lacan' s

"attractive zero" , a closure of Derrida, s "breathing space" . s 5

Like Lacan, I{iIIíams insists "Yet there is no return" (3).

Consummation therefore is continually interrupted: "his thoughts

alight and scatter"; the ¡oountain idyll, "facing him, his arm

supporting her. . . asleep" is "scattered about. . .waking their
dreams"(8).

In Book I the raetaphor of descent accompanies and interacts
with the "catastrophe" of the Falls, of individuals, and of

l anguage :

A f ai.se language pouring - a language (nisunderstood)
pouring ( mis interpreted ) without dignity, without
minister, crashing upon a stone ear. At least it
settled it for her. (15)

Any attempt to achieve the "qulet as at the close", or to "1eap

to the conclusion" to "settle it", is equivalent to the death-

potential of the rnet,aphoric impulse to "drive on... until Nothing

remains without remainder". Hence, the irígid' fate of the

hapless Sam Patch, "frozen in an ice-cake"(1?), whose "mistake"

was to apply his sense of rigorous 'mêesure' ("he went to great

trouble to ascertain the depth of the çrater below" ) to "one final
marvel", "to complete it". Mrs Qrrmmi¡1g'6 fall is another almost
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fa¡cícal parody of the desire to tfaíre unt, in response to her

husband's cal1, "My dear, I believe it ís tine for us to set our

face homeward" (14), instead of responding, "Cumming, dear", she

makes the "reduction to one" implied in the colLective "our faee"

a reality by disappearing; the "idea" of oneness and the "thing"

are, forevêr, one.

In both death-1eaps, the "frozen" or "settled" state of

srind is sharply defined against the free-flowing of the FaIIs.

Both Sam Patch and Sarah Cumming

Ieaped (or fell) without a
language, tongue-tied

the Language worn out . (84)

Like the thoughts-people of Paterson the rnan-city, "they die

also,/ lncomrnunicado. .. -the J.anguage is divorced from thelr
minds" (LL-L?). Whereas the omni-presence of the falls attempts to

keep the poem situated in "the roar, the roar of the present"

(141), the fall, leap, or descent seeks a lyrical movement out of

this "one plane" to some ecstatic "bottom", and "reduction to

one". Book I cLoses with a repetition of the Preface's originary
"great clatter" of dlvisíon and re-gathering (5):the hanging

fragment, "He shifts his change" (39) shifts in meaning, first to
the cataelysrnic (change' of an earthquake, "The ?th, December,

this year, (1737) at night", then to a primordiaì., myÈhic sea-

"change" of forn out of the chaos. One single

Thought clambers up
snail like, upon the wet rocks
hidden from sun and sight-,
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re-enactíng the original dissonance of the "rrultiple seed,, of
thought, and repeating the "terror" of the original identity
spl it :

inspiring terror, watching
And standing, shrouded, there, in that din,
Earth the chatterer, father of all
speech

The extended ellipse which ends Book I invites the reader to
resume the quest, repeated in a varíety of conbinations and re-
combinations in the rest of the poem. "Incommunícado" and

"divorce" becomes another interpenetrat ing motif in Paterson,

whích speaks to the impossibility of union between thought and

its articulation:
the marriage riddle: so much talk about tha language -
s¡hen there are no ears (106)

In the continued search for a "redeeming lanÊuage" out of the
general "din", Paterson desíres a "deathless song" to solve the
"marriage riddle " :

Sing me a song to ¡nake death tolerable, a song
of a man and a woman: the riddle of a man
and a wo¡¡an

What language could allay our thirsts,
what winds lift us, what floods bear us

past defeats
but song but deathLess song? (107)

Throughout the poen, the 'marriage' of man and mountain,56 man

and city (the integrity of the disparate selves) is sought and

despaired, through a pattern of lack and desire vrhich the

metaÞhoric dêsc€nt "strains forwa¡d" to fulfil. Consummation is
repeatedly "rock-thwarted" and re-directed, through "dispersal"

and " netamorphosi s ". 57
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In the process, the humourous sketching of character and

situation in the opening book of Paterson modulates to an

agonized search r

There is a Ëense of urgency about everything he does,
and about his constant movement as he searches,
listens, observes. S I

In Book II, Paterson "shakes with the intensity of his listening"
(81) as he moves over the "one plane" surface of the poem,

"Walking -". In section one, his scattered thoughts slide through

repeated scenes of "blockage, exiling one's self from one, s self"
( 45 ) , dístracted by voices: "Voices indeter¡ninate" ( 45 ) ;

"Voices ! multiple and ínarticulate voices clattering
loudly...Voicesl" (54); "a thunderous voice...the voice that has

ineluctabJ.y called thenr - that unmoving roar!" (55). The sectlon

ends, like the House of Fame, with the dreamer straining "to

catch the movement of one voíce". (60) Although the rnultiplicity
of voices is resolved to one, the poet is left with the words

of thè one voice, "Pleasurel Pleasure! ", dívorced from his

thoughts: "deformlty-"; "a eorrosion, a parasitic curd"; "NO DOGS

AtrowED" ( 61) .

The second section restates the blockage: "Blocked. (Make a

song out of that: concretely)" (62). The impasse is ultimately
unmoved by creativity, as the "terror" of consummation prevails:

and terror-
terror to hirr such as one, a man
¡narried, feeLs toward his, bride-

. . . -r_n your
composition and decomposition
I fínd ny

despairl (75),
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undêrlined by the reminder of a real blocked relationship, in the
fragment of another letter from ,Cress, . "The descent,, frames

seetion three (77 e, 85), beckoning the 'walking' poet away from

the present surfaces, where his intent listening rewards him with
"no syllable in the confused uproar" (81). The descent offers the

'completion' of " accompl i shment " (77, 78, 79, 81); at the same

time, it acknowledges again the 'terror' of consummation:

OnIy the thought of the stream comforts him,
its terrifying plunge, inviting marrlage- (82)

Another cataclysmic splitting: "to the bases; base! to the
screarning dregs" (85) ends in metamorphosis, as the poet is
transformed into an 'incommunicado, part of his "hideous,'

surroundings :

As there appears a dwarf, hideously deformed-
he sees squírming roots trampled
under the foliage of his ¡nind. ..
Fron his eyes sparrows start and
sing. His ears are toadstooLs, his fingers have
begun to sprout leaves (his voice is drowned
under the falls ) (83)

The exhortation to the poet to "accomplish": Poêt, poetl sing
your song, quícklyl"(83), anounts to nothing more than "stale
poems": "-saying over to himself a song written previously". (85)

The love lyric which (almost) closes the book is an example

of the perfect "accornplished" poem, "the poem, the ngst perfect
¡ock and temple, the hlghest falls" (80), in its .succumbing, to
"the nagie sound of the stream" (84):

On this most voluptuous night.of the year
the term of the noon is yellow with no light
the air's soft, the night bird has
only one note, the chemy tree in bloom
nakes a blur on the woods, its perfume
no nore ùhan half guessêd moves in the mLnd.
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No insect ís yet awake, Ieaves are fev¡.
In the arching trees there is no si.eep.
The blood is still and indifferent, the face
does not ache nor sweat soil nor the
mouth thirst. Now love might enjoy its play
and nothing disturb the fuII octave of its run. (86)

Here, total Iack of dissonance is expressed in the perfect

metaphoric reduction tÒ one ( "only one note" ) of the unison of

the octave. Nothing will disturb the fuII octave because it is
empty of life: "no Light"; "no insect"; "no sleep", "no ache",

"sweat", "thirst". The tedious but just lover,s complaint from

Cressse which ends the book points to a bitter irony in the
poem's closure in the present: "now love mlght enjoy its play".

The trance-llke "voluptuous night" is as "unroused" as the

opening "enforced pause".

In Book III, Paterson still sêeks inspiration from the
"erudition" ( 80 ) of established art forms. The quest now

identifies the "idea" if the goaf (beauty) with the "thing", the
"Beautiful thing" which draws the poet through Book III, Ieading

the mind away (95), like the books in the library. The seductive

"cool of books" provides relief from the continuous noise of the

Fa11s, which has become as deadening as the acquiescence of the

repeated "so be it":

So be it. Rai.n
fa1ls and surfeits the river's upper reaches,
gathering slov¡1y. So be it. Draws together,
runnel by runnel. So be it...the stream grows leaden
within him, hís liIies drag. So
be it. Texts mount and complicate them-
selves, lead to further texts.,.
So be it. So be it. So be it. (130)

"Is there no release?", the poem asks. Going "to the river for an

answer"(111) brought only empty echoes: "a reverberation not
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of the faLls but of its rumour. " (96) The Library is no better:
"a roar of books from the wadded J.ibrary oppresses him,' (100).

The fire of Book III is itself able to creàte beauty from
"borrowed" (80) materials of the bottle:

the flane that wrapped the glass
deflowered, refLowered there by
the flame: a second f larne, surpassing
heat ( 118 )

But the poet, following the rules of his "game,', is simply able
to repeat:

Poet Beats !'ire at Its Own Game I The bottle!
the bottle I the bottle I the bottle I Igive you the bottlel (118)

Flood and fire finally bring the book to a FUIL STOP (140).

The 'descent' -now a "bare" tabulation of the substratum at the

Passaic RoJ.ling MiLl- is as useLess a meâns to discovery as the

Falls ( "the attempt...was abandoned"), as the excexpt from Gray,s

"Elegy", a visual reduction to one, implies:

-and leave the world
to darkness

and to
mè

Paterson at the end of Book IfI appears ,woÌn down, by his
repeated searching descents to the "bottom". The book ends in
another descent into the primordial "fertile (?) nud":

Rather a sort of muck, a detritus...a pustular scum, a
decay, a choking lifelessness-, . .

Degraded. (140)

The difficulty of renaining in the "muck" of the local and the
present is reasserted:

The past above, the future below
and the present pouring down: the roar,
the roar of the present (144)
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A¡d the lfalls' of Sam Patch and Sarah Cu¡nming Êti1l hauntE him:

They plunged, they fell in a svroon.
or by intention, to make an end-

At the end of this originally penultimate book, consummation, ',to

find one phrase that will/ lie married beside another. seems

beyond attainment" ( 140). Instead of preparing to "make and end,,,

Paterson is sti11 asking: "How to begin to find a shape-".

S.Closure(s)

At the end of Wi11ia¡ns' "badly stalled epic",6o Paterson is
stíII beginning:

-you cannot believe
that it can begin agal-n, again, here
again here
Waken from a dream, this drean of
the whole poem (200)

The GISTI and the siren-song of the sèa beckon to hin,
distracting him from his "virgin purpose, the language" (182).

In his notes for Paterson, llillians had projected Book IV as an

attenpt to "show the perverse confusions that cor¡e of a faiLure
to untangle the language. "61 He described the sea as "a sea of
objectively. . . indifferent nen."62 But the sea in Book IV becomes

a terrible reífication of Homer's 'wíne-dark sea,: when the poet

v¡akens from his drearn to a "sea of blood" (200), the violence in
Book IV escalates to much more than "indifference":

You cone today to see killed
ki11ed, killed

as if it vrere a conclusion
-a conclusion l (199)

The destruction counters the regeneration inplied in the "bLast"

('embryonic ceIl'; 'explosion' ) of Witlians' "conc1usion".
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The "Iu}Iaby" of the sea is another lure of the ,,attractíve

uero", ealling Paler/son to another 'falI, into the lost union:

Li sten I

Thalassa I Thalassa I

.. -im¡naculata: our home, our nostalgic
nother in whom the dead, enwombed again
cry out to us to return

the blood dark sea I

. . . from which the sun
alone lífts undamped his wings.. .

In refusing the call of the sea ( "not our homel It is NOT

our hone."), Egþ9IÊ98 seeks to af f irrn yet another beginning to
counter the "ocean of savage 1usts"63 which has overwhelmed it.
the poem reduces its focus to one undi.stingui shable ,'thing',:

"Flotsar¡ of some sort", (202) and the dov¡n-home Odysseus6 1

emerges,

spitting the seed out
then headed inland, followed by the doe. (203)

The arch-poet, bearing "the seed", is folJ.owed by the "just-
another-dog" -poet, who has at last reached the "bottom" (with
Ilomer) of the Tradition. Beginning again with a "blast", or
dissemination of the seed-word, he pauses for a fínal de-bunking
(ascent',85 and so turns a final somersault to an ambiguous end:

This is the bl,ast
the eternal close
the spiral.
the final somersault

the end.

Book V repeats the gesture with an ideographic sonersault:

In old age
the mlnd

casts off
rebelliously

an eagle
from its crag
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Readers have likened Paterson to å fugiu€, a tapestry, an

interlace, ä collag€, a mosaic, a jig-saw. WiIIiams, ol¡n

paradigm, "a basket" , works as weLL: an inter-weaving of

recurring strands of text as its formal structure, filled with

an unlimited variety of items. But the insistent critical
questions remain the same: is the "basket" dumped and refilled
for each added book, or dismantled and re-woven to acco¡n¡nodate

morê and more?66 Does its variety reflect Derrida's inevitable
corollary to plurality: the "forrnless, mute, infant, and

tarrifyíng form of monstrosity?" Does the poet "waken from the

dream of the whole poem" at the end of Book IV with the

rejuvenating sense of "a new awakening" (78), or with Huizinga's

let-down sense that "the whole play-world colLapses; the game is
over " ?

To those for whom the poem is stil1 an "untamed aggregate of

miscellaneous gieces of verse and prose yoked together by

violence",6? WiLliams' note to Book V nj.ght seem like a facetious
jest:

I had to take the etorld of Paterson into a new
dÍmension...Yet I wanted to keep it whole ...keeping, I
fondly hope, a unity directly continuous with the
Paterson of Paterson I to 4. ss

Like the House of Fame, the "unlty" (or at least the continuity)
of Pate¡son resides only in its consistently repeated disunity;
the end especially evades being "defined".ss Eaeh book traces a

process of quest - block - disintegratÍon - begin again. The very

fact that the process is repeated four tines during the reading

act tends to negate for the readêr any sense of a continuous
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progresËion, such as the one posited by Willians in hís original
"Author's Note": "a man. . .beginning, seeking, achieving, and

concluding his lífe. "

CriticaL accounts of such progressions as the life cycIe,
the seasonal cycle, the course of the river, of the language, ?o

profess a "unity" for Paterson which the reading experience

simply does not corroborate. Every book, in fact, including the
added fifth, overflows to fulfil the poet's assignation for each

separate book: each repeats the "el_emental character of the
place" (I); each "comprises rnodern replicas',(II); each ,,seeks a

language to make them vocal"(III); each is "renriniscent of
episodes" (IV); each gives the world of paterson ,,imaginative

validíty" (V) .? I The repeated patt€rn always ends in new

potential , but at the same time, "incessant beginning,, precJ.udes

ever achieving the goal of the quest.

The "epiLogue"?2 that resumes the game has generated still
mor€ response to WíIlians, "random" style: in an early review,
Tho¡n Gunn re-iterates Joseph Bennett's earlier criticism: 'So

what does it all add up to?"?3 Many readers sê€m to feel,
however, that in Book V of Paterson, et last "all the defornities
take wing" (221): the "hunchbacked, linping,, poetry acquires a

"brilliant 1ight",?4 and the "grossness, destructíon, daredevilry
and divorce"?5 are sunmarily .routed, - to such ån extent that
the poem appeared to CharLes Olson to lose its narrative
distance, ? 6 and to James Breslin, its capacity for sêlf-
eriticism.?? In Book V Breslin fínds rather
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ab easy mêåsured grace, a tone of ¡elaxed assurance,
tenderness and benignity of feeIing...The aging Þoet,
content with his long and productlve life.. .puIì.s the
diverse parts of his experience into uníty.?8

Is this what the poet means, when he says

The (self) directíon has been changed
the serpent

its tail in its mouth
"the river has returned to its beginnings"
. . . it tortures itself within ¡ne

""*" ' 
, i. ;!i;rin:"-:="1"*"1'ffilåI"u'o""

the serpent
has its tail in its mouth

AGATNT (233)

Williams had said that when the river ended in the sea, he

"had to take the spirit of the River up in the air".79 Rather

than expressing 'contentment', the passage seems to inply that
the poet has incorporated the river, with all its torturous

returns, and is ready for another leap, "from the air" (203).

This tenacity is reflected in the " rebel l iousness " of the book's

opening Iines. Together, poet and ríver, ( "we'II say" ) must

tirelessJ.y re-iterate: "Again -again" is 'again' the "magic word"

(13s).

The new focus in Book V upon the inraortal.ity of art is all-
pervasive: the ourobouros, the Unicorn tapestries, the egic

catalogue of a world of art and music, which " THROUGH THE YEARS

HAS SURVIVEÐ" (209). The 'key' to the altered tonalíty, however,

ís less this 'remembrance' of the past than the co¡nment upon the

present, heard distinctly in the conspicuous silence of the

Í'alls: "the ti¡¡es are not heroic. " (233) The carnivalesque

"noíse" (6) which accompaníed the first four books is
"r¡ellowed"80 in Book V to an anti-heroic, (self)-mocking humour:
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Beethoven makes an appearance, not in the he¡oic storrn and stress
of the famous first movement from his Fifth Synphony, but in the
playful 'sche¡2o,, considered to be ,,one long musical joke,,.sr
The poet recognizes that the anti-heroic ís less gripping, and

chastises the bored reader: "1 have tord you, this is a fiction,
pay attention ! " ( 236 ) He mocks his own difficult style (,,Aren,t we

supposed to understand ít-?" 228), and Gertrude Stein's (,,but you

cannot be an artist by mere ineptitude I ,, ZZZ) , and e. e.

cummings', whose falling, leapíng and somersaulting is even more

dtfficult for the reader than his own:

Fal l1eA
ps lfL
Oattumbl (224)

The poet is still ".WALKING, in the r¡orld,,(231) in Book V.

That the tapestries appear to Charles Olson to be ,,at zero
distance",Sz and to W.D. Snodgrass, a "conventional,' ,,description

and meditation", ss is a measure of Willíarns, achievement, as the
tapesÈries are in fact given the same fractured presentation as

the rest of the poem. the temptati_on, capture, kitling, and

resurreetion of the Unicorn is described in the same non_

conventional format of atemporaÌ , di s -associated ' fragrnents, with
the same focus upon the rocar and the particular: "the brutish
eyes of the deer; a rabbit's runp disappearing through the
thicket" (216); the intriguingly seductive ,'virgin and

whore"(237), so real that the poet invites her out of the
fiction: "Come out of it if you call yourself a woman"(23g¡. sl .¡¡"

same incongruous contig¡uity of "unshaped brocks of material"S5
presents blocks of poetry against blocks of prose. Just as in
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Book I the metaphoric rmarriage' of "A man like a city and a

noman like a flower" was first invaded by "Two \.¡omen. Three

women. Innumerable women, each like a fLower", and then shatÈered

by its contiguity with the un-flower-Iike 'Cress'(7), in Book V

the sacred and mythical Unico¡n is charged with its secular

ambívalences of betrayal of innocence and ambiguous sexualityss

by its juxtaposition with Lorca's "young girI, no more than a

child" who "Ieads her aged bridegroom innocently enough to his
downfaLl" (208). ln the same manner, the sacred mystery of the

ourobouros syrnbol, "a snake with its tail ín its mouth", and of
the "lady with the tail of her dress on her arm", is undermined

by the contiguíty of both with "the whores grasping for your

genitals " (214-15).87

The tapestries dominate Book V, but they flash restlessly
and interrnittently and relentlessly upon the consciousness as

poetic "crystallizations".88 The prose passages "folIow to
enlighten. . . pen€trat€ everywhere to enlighten" . This jagged

'cubist'89 rhythm has been constant throughout Paterson. Through

it, (internal) intertextual influences and resonanceEi have been

continua.Lly confounding the integrity of these discrete blocks,
(penetrating' boundaries and opening "new (breathing) spaces" for
meaning. The incongruity of each juxtaposition is a 'graft' which

defers and displaces interpretation. As in cubist paintings - the

Armory Show "deformities" which had such inpact upon Williams- 90

any sense of eontinuity or neaning cones from the reader's

combination of the disparate blocks; the poero is in this way "a

collaborative event",81 not entirely unLike the Tapestries (232).
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The Unicorn myth is
reduction to one. "The

one identity:

has no match
of mate

Death

Paterson's most

Unicorn", "the

compelling metaphoric

artist", and "Death" are

The Unicorn

the artist
has no peer.

has no peer (211)

Like the fragmented presentation of the caII to the sea ín Book

IV, the serenity of the Unicorn in deaths2 seems to pursue the
poet, almost as an insistent and hypnotizing temptatíon to
identLeal repose: to "cast off" the rebelliousness of the opening

leap, to accept the impotence of old age, and to cultivate his
flower garden in this best of all possible worlds. Temptation to
tameness is the tapestries' message; reader responses of
"rneasured grace", "conventional medltation", "nellovring", attest
to its power. tured by the virgin, the Unicorn submits to his
capture and ¡nurder. With its resurrection, the imaginary

creature lives aci a centered "idea", twice divorced from the
"thing". This 'supreme fiction' of a stable center lures the poet

on his quest for closure as seductively as the virgin-whore lured
the beast to his en-closure.

The tenptation to end the quest "assuredly" (3) is as

urgent in Book V as the temptatlon to .succumb, to the sea, and

to the roaring of the Falls. In Book V, the modern quest is stil1
represented as a leap, a f1ow, and a descent, but un-heroical1y,

in the deflated image of an escape from the confines of a bag -
and not by bursting out, or by overfLowing, but almost in an
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image of incontinence: dribbling out of "a hole in the botton of
the bag":

death ís a hol-e
in which we al-1 are buried.. ,

But there ís a hole
in the bottom of the bag...

Through this hole
at the botton of the cavern
of death, the irnagination
escapes intact (2L2)

The play upon "ho1e", as passâge and as containêr ("cavern"),

and as a 'whole' ( "intact" ) , re-iterates the poem's prevailing
distinction between process and finality. This alternative ls
restated on the final page of the poem: "Cessal -Iearning to
sleep my life away: saying ." (nothing). Against this caIl,
"the dream" in Book V summons the aging protagonist to join the

centaurs and other errants from meaning ( "vocabLes", cubists) in
the "rout": "The dream is in gursuitl" (222).

The "dream" in Book V, like the "quest" in the Prefaee,

vacillates between the process of questing ( "dream" is the ideal;
"pursuit", Iíke "rigor", Ls the means to the ideaL), and the

artistic desire to "knytte up" and "make an end" (144). With the
rinsistence' of the tapestries, the noun "pursuit" slides to its
verbal roeaning, and the "dream" or ideal is ín pursuit of the

dreamer, demanding closure. The entire poem has pulled in both

of these directions: to remain suspended in the present, or to

make an end; finish the J.eap.
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The poet chooses to begin again, knowing that in old age,

being " startled" by the sensês into new r starts, is aE

"laughable" as acting upon one's acquired skeptical certainty:
unless the scent of a rose

startle us aneet
Eeually laughable is to assume to know nothing,a

ehess garne

massively, naterially, compoundedl,

and upon our urge to toss açray, as Williams does in the verse,

the 'games' of religious ("Mass", "mater" ) and literary ( "Pound" )

tradition, which are "past alJ. remonstrance" (with a simiJ.ar play

upon the religious meaning of "monstrance" ). Acting upon ouÌ

skepticism, çre would do nothing at alL. But Paterson is stil1
attempting to be "Faitoute". The "unless" is both an

acknowledgement of 1ack, and an intense desire (reealling the

woman who "startled" him, and the flower on her breast 219). The

"measure" and the "dance" which end the poem have the same

metonymic energy as the "quest" and the "dqeam":

The measure intervenes, to ¡neasure is aLl we know,
a choice anong the measures

"The" measure slides to "to" measure, so that the "choice anong

the measures" becomes a reactivation of choíces, of process or

finish, dance or intervention: "the" dance begins immediately

"to" dance:

l{e know nothing and can know nothing
but

the dance, to dance to a measure
contrapuntaL ly ,

Satyrically, the tragic foot.
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Paterson began with a humourous image of the poet as 1arne

dog, attempting to satisfy an itch in two directions, on only
three legs. In Book V, the poet has grown old; "the dog of his
thoughts has shrunk" (230). He advises himself (hopefully)
"Paterson, keep your pecker upl" (235), and he ends hís quest

wíth his poetic identíty shifted from a Uni-corn to a two-horned

satyr (by traditíon 'rigorously' erect), again t¡ying to go in
two directions at once ( " contrapuntal ly " ), dancing on one "foot".

Do all the deformities 'take wing' in Paterson V, in the

defeated sense of 'take off'? Or do the deformíties acquire

wings in the Lacanian-Boschian sense of "growing wings and taking
up arms"?93 In the genitive construction, "the rout of the

vocabLes" (222), who is routed., and whose is the rout? At the end

of thê poem, all the deformities: the "defo¡med verse", "defornred

moraJ.ity", the "wonders", the "vocables", and the "fame dog" are

poised for another rebellious leap, which, with their new wings,

cannot be unsuccessful . But it cannot end, either.
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CONCLUSION: CIoEure and Retrospect

1.'Closure' and'Aati-closure'
The sub-title of Barbara He¡rnstein Smith's seminal

study of closure, 'A Studv of How Poens End', points towards

a post-modern distinctíon between "closure" and "end".

"Closure", derived from the future partlcipial construction
of the verb 'claudere', indicates an act in progress, a

"gesture of exit". r In his prefaee to the 1984 issue of YaIe

French Studíes, David Hult states that the concept of

'closure' comes to interrogate not sinply a work's essential
pre-determined unity, but rather its contingency. If, as he

maintains, " ' end' is to meaning as , closure, is to
interpretation", z ¿¡"tt it should be possíble to interpret
closuraL strategies as an essentia] part of a work's

structural strategies, without €ngaging in the kind of
closed-system, rneaning-dietated structuralisrn deplored by

Derrida .

Jonathan CuLler explains Derrida's objection to any

approach which "grasps an organized whole by starting with
its end or purpose",s and which assumes that "the structure
is com¡nanded by a particular end":,1

The notion of "structure" has a teleological
character. . . [{hen one speaks of the structure of a
literary work, one does so from a certain vantage
point: one starts with notions of the meaníng or
effects of a poem and tries to identify , the
structures that are responeible for those effects.
Possible eonfigurations or patterns which make no
contribution are rejected as irrelevant,S
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For Ðerrida, structural analyses arê self-Iimitíng
attestations of a "centered" ideology.6 In contrast to this
"metaphysical desire to make the definition coincide with

the defined...to balance the equation, close the circle",?
Ðerrída maintains that:

The absence of any ultinate or transcendent
meaning opens an unbounded space for the play of
signification. s

Structure does not necessarily have to ímply teleological
design, however. In both the Canterburv Tales and Paterson,

the thematíc announcement of the poen as a quest would

appear to be the autotelic device for unity and ideology,

yet both poems proceed towards closure of the quest as if
the end vrere either forgotten or undecided. The structuring
of each poern is a dynamic development of êndl€ss

supplementation and deferral, so that both closurês, the

Retraction to the Canterburv Tales and the additíon of Book

V to Paterson, are unconvincing terminations of an un-endíng

process. Rather than the end comnanding the structure, the

structure appears to be driving the poem. In both works, the

inner structure acts like an insistent signifier,
"conmanding" the poetic process beyond any conceivable end.

Because this drive is similar in its configuratior¡s to

the unconscious drive of lack and desire, its poetic end can

only be a cessatl-on, a metaphorie achievement of that
"attractive zero" , or eLse a deferral of the end. These two

broad alternatives, the sense of termination or of

continuation, constitute Barbara Snith's two basic
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categoriês of rclosure' and 'anti-closure'. Closure frames

the poetic utterance with a structure that is "integral,
coherent, complete, and stable". Anti-closure is an

"openness" in which "the rhythms come to no formal

conclusion, but resumê constantly". S Leonard Meyer, ín his
study of the ' anti -tel eological ' avant-garde in the arts,
suggests that a denial of closure "rests upon an even more

funda¡nentaL denial.: a denial of the reality of cause and

effect".10 Anti-closure, then, would seem to be a structural
nimesis of a nodern malaise, and a fitting 'end' to any work

which seeks to question both the referential and the

authoritative powers of language. John Barth provi-des an

amusing example from the modern Fun-Ilouse:

It's about over. tet the denoument be seen and
unexpected, painless if possible, quick at least,
above al,l soon. Noe¡ nowl How in the v¡or1d wil-I it
ever 11

Paterson seems to employ many similarl-y seLf-reflexive
elements of anti-closure, through whích

the st¡uctural forces of continuation are not
arrested or overcome... a conclusion is not
determJ-ned by any thenatic princípIes, . . the Iast
allusions are to beginnings, or unstable events...
concluding assertions are qualified and
tentative . 1 2

Yet readers' affective responses to Book V reveal a general

satisfaction with "a fitting c1ose".13 Conversely, Chaucer's

Retractíon, though it "announces and justifies the absence

of further developnent" and bears as erell many of the

"special terminal features" of strong closure:
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predêtef,mination . . . tone of authority... cLosural
allusions to finality. ..poetic codal 4,

it is for most readers "a disappointing conclusion which.. .

distu¡bs or unsettles the reader's retrospective experience

of it" .1 5 This seerning illogic in reader responses is
perhaps best understood through Smith's notion of
"retrospective justification", a process which she sees as a

reader's final response to a poem, through evaluation of its
closure.

2. Retrospective JustificatLoa
Paterson closes with a blatant gesture of anti-closure:

"Yo ho! ta ho|" (239) is a su¡nmons to begin the hunt.

Retrospective analysis of the poem confirms a pattern of

repetition-compul s i on: a re-enactroent of loss, search, and

recovery. The attempt to bring the totality of experience

into "one p1ane" of the subject's present is continually

deconstructed through lyric breaks towards a stiLl point of

'Imaginary' recovery (Books II and IV), or through frenzied

plunges into the abyss (Books I and III). Beginning again is
always a deconstruction of all that went before * an

"aggressive dis integration " l 6 and a dissonant regathering

from the primordial "dregs" and "bases".

The :repeated structural pattern is a powerful

determinant of readêr expectation. When it is subtly but

significantly altered in Book V, it is not a "nellowed"

style of erriting whlch makes the fragmented presentation of

the Unicorn tapestries appêar to be a conventional ,
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sustaíned, and íntegrated rneditation, but the absence of
what have been the most dissonant elements in the pattern:

the descent agåinst the grain of the poem,s announced

'fie1d' of the present; and the violent disintegratíon which

always preceded a resuming of the quest. The Unicorn

tapestries remain, in fact they contribute, to the poem's

present: the fragmented 'meditations, are not a nostalgic
retreat into the past, but a trans-lation of that past into
the field of Paterson, where, like the Cloisters, and like
Sappho's poen, which are both modern eonstructions from

ancient relics (like Book V itself), they con-struct, rather
than de-construct the "one plane". In this way, the "WORLD

OF ART THAT THROUGH THE YEARS HAS SURVIVEDI" - the Tradition
- is finally brought into aIígnment with the individual
talent, and the harmony and balauce of the openíng colon is
re- af f i rmed .

Paterson 'justifies' a eoherent pattern in which two

planes or axes, a metonymic present, and a netaphoric escape

from the present, are in constant friction. Although the

closure finally resolves the two axes into "one plane", this
successful reductíon-to-one, where aIl perspectives are

equalLy present, suspends indeterminately any subordinating

relationships of cause - and-ef fect , representation,

referentiality, or 'metaphysical closure,. A sinilar
analysis of the structural strategies of the Canterbury

!g!gg revealed an initial break from the netaphorl-c plane,

and an inner structure s¡hich acquired an independent
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metonymic momentum of its own- Closure vras ideologically
strong, but affectively dissonant, as it brought the
metonymic drive to an abrupt and unconvincing ha3_t with what

could perhaps be construed as the ultimate capitulation to
the attractive zero: the father negates his own authority,

'eating' hís unruly progeny by retracting his words.l?

In both quests, then, the formal attempt to reconcife

beginni.ngs and endings works in different $rays to underline

the inabiLity of a poet to fashion absolute truth, given his
limited materials. In another anrbiguously closed poetic
quest, the poet laraents: "the forrne to the fynisnent foldez
ful seLden".ls The Gawa,in poet's exquisite formal symrnetries

actualize in language his theme of spiritual perfection, but

the affectíve experience of the poem's unstable closure does

much to undermine its perfect shape. In a similar way, the
"forme" and "fynisrnent" of the enclose the

poern's metonyrnic earthly procession v¡ithÍn a metaphoric

figuring of êternal order. What Chaucer achieves in his
dissonant collísion of the sacred and the profane ís a

f ormal- 'splitting' of these two irreconcllable states.

Paterson 'folds' togethêr beginning and ending into a

si¡¡i1ar expression of lack: the enclosing assertion, "we

kno¡l nothing and can know nothing" obviates the very idea of

the quest for knowledge. The end si¡ûp1y confirms the

negativity of the beginning, widening the gap between the

quester and his goal.
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fn both the Canterbury Tales and Paterson, the

structural strategies provide a "pharmekon" for the reader:

a 'poison' to a comfortable reading experience and to facile
interpretation, and an antidote to complacency and

"falsity". Both poe¡T¡s have jarred the reader, paterson

continuously and the Canterburv Tales abruptly, into a

"¡emembrance" of Plato's 'playful reminder, : that if a

v¡ritten work is constrained to repeat eternaJ-Iy its final
utterance, then that utterance, if it desíres to direct its
reader to wisdom, must spêak undecidably and/ or
dissonantly in order to keep both sides of the dialectic
open and viable.l0 The closures of both the Canterbury

Tales and Paterson ask the reader to question traditional
'closed' assertions of knowledge and truth, not ultinately
to discard then, but to re-evaluate and to re-activate the
"unbounded space" of skeptical undecidability which allows

each reader his ovrn personal quest.

Plato hinself denies the possibility of ever arriving
at a conclusive end to the dialectic journeying;20 his
poetic 'inquiries' "raise probIens".2r which a11ow the works

to "persist in their investigations " 2 2 through tirre. WilIiam

Carlos Williams and Geoffrey Chaucer add their ,lnquiries,

to the tradition of 'raising problems' . At the end of their
poetic quests, rather than either re-discoverLng or denying

the received conventions of Tradition, ltilliams lays his own

"basket" alongside iùs "sliding waters", erith the sa¡ne ¡nix

of hurnility and confidence as Chaucer, who placed his own
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"litel bok", and then his "Iitel tretys" at the feet of the

"giants": Virgil, Ovid, Homer, Lucan, Statius - and God.

Like Plato, neither poet succunbed to the skepticism he

expressed about the inadequacies of writing; both ¡.rrote tas

if' their works could, "1ike the best of them", provide the

reader with a much-needed 'keye' or "reminder to us of what

çre know" .2 9

3.The tanguage Gãme: Reading 'as if'
Plato's Phaedrus is a series of 'palinodes': each of

Socrates' speeches plays with the arg¡¡mênts by 'saying
again', dífferently and persuasively, thereby demonstrating

the "terrible power" of language. All literature, in
Derrída's and tacan's views, is no more than a series of
paLinodes, 'saying again' in dlfferent textual arrangements

and structures what has been said before. Derrida and Lacan

provide one more way of 'saying again'. That their skepticaJ-

approach to language is not rêvolutionary, but ín fact a

repetítion of earlier, even ancient, philosophical stances,

ís simply a corroboration of their insistence that, "aJ.ways

already. . .be1atedly, supplementari ly " , 2 4 "the game is
already played, the díce are already cast".25

A Derridean approach gains entry and access to the

'p1ay' in a poem's language which will keep 'open' and

active those issues that the text forecloses. Thus the

similarity in the signifiers 'seke/seeke' deconstructs a

professed hlerarchic subordinatlon of one to the other, and
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a similar play upon 'rigor' deconstructE an attempt to
forego the ultimate and remain located in present pxocess.

The deconstructive strategy opêns up the 'game' by finding
an inconsístency (an 'offsíde') in its plays, and by

exposing a synchronic abundanee of disseminated meanings

which compound the individual text at that particular focal
point. This 'plurality' enriehes the text, but at the same

time imposes upon it the limitations of a 'belated', non-

present, non-oríginary re-production. Yet many works

continue to effect the reader 'as if' they are original and

individua]: the Canterburv Tales is not another Decameron;

Troilus is not a second Filostrato; Paterson is not another

fragmented reproduction of other modernist fragments, and

its tortured quest anothêr Four Ouartets with an added

f ifth .

The Lacanian approach to language helps to demonstrate

how this can be so. Just as each psyche or speaking subject

(or text), although pre-deteflnined by a pre-existing

symbolic system of language and law, is still a unique

combination of these composite factors, so each text
combines the disseminations available to it into a new

configuration. In Boetry vrhich is itseLf similar in
construction to

disjunctions,

the unconscious in its network of

condens at ions and displaeements,

íntertextualities sinply join, rather than ênjoin, the

processes of the new work: inner intertextual resonances are

generated wíthin the poem's own private 'field', creating a
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'never already' newness that appears asi original and as

differentiated as each character on the road to Canterbury,

o¡ as Sam Patch or Sarah Cumming or the Unicorn Tapestries.

Through Lacan's analogy of psyche and text, it is
possible to see the palinode especially as an act of

individuality: beating language at its own game by departing

from the prevailing structure, the subject speaks in a new

voice, and so is able to 'cast the dice' again for
himseIf.26 Interpreting the new voice in Chaucer's palinode

as an ironic voice does not resolve a reader's sense of its
dissonance any more than Williams' final utterance, which

mocks the "1imping" inanity of all quests for knowledge,2?

deters the poet or the reader from pursuing the quêst.

Chaucer's final fictional ta1e, like WiIlia¡ns' framing

negatíons of knowledge, effectívely silences any further
speaking of truths ( including the "Parson's Tale"),28 and

demonstrates as well Horace's warning that an utterancê once

¡eleased can never be returned (that is, retraeted), "though

hym repente".2s But in spíte of the theoretical validity of

these arguments, which would effectively place Chaucer's

entir€ final fraEi¡nent under erasure and so solve the

reader's distress, Chaucer closes his poem 'as if' our

im¡nediate response will be a reaction against its unwelcome

message - which it is. And llillianrs "li¡nps and closes" 'as

if' we could dance to so falteríng a E¡easure - which e¡e can.

David llu¡ne êxplains our perverse blindness to the

theoretical 'truth' :
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A1l human life nust p€ri6h, werê (the skeptíc,s)principles universally and steadily to prevail.
AII discourse, all action would immedíately cease;
and men remain in a total letharey, tilL thenecessities of nature, unsatisfied, put an end totheir miserabl-e existence. It is true, so fatal an
event is very little to be dreaded. Natu¡e is
always too strong for principIs.30

A dominant "principle" of both the Canterburv Tales and

Paterson is a skeptical distrust of language. As readers we

can re-view the linguistic system with Paterson's inf or¡ned

shrug of skeptical certitude ( "We know nothing and can know

nothing" ), or with the House of Fame,s deconstructive

absurdity, or with the Canterburv Tale,s glaring exposure of
the vanity of a1I "Iaughable"3l human discourse. And after
our probings and our laughter or despair at the Iimitations
of the language which both forms us and plays upon us, we

¡night answer for ourselves Derrida, s 'principled,
questioning of textual presence, "Who wiII ever know of such

di sappearances ? " , by lrecognizing that the radically
inadequate "nature" of language has been made often to dance

with both rigor and beauty and presence, ,as if, the

complete consort is dancíng together, although we ,know, it
cannot. Then we night relterate with skeptical vrisdom what

Chaucer's Eagle asserts with confident naivety:

And ys not ùhis a wonder thyng?
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